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Preface 

The following document is meant to represent an overview of my work on 

structurally interacting RNA (sxRNA), which has already resulted in three publications 

with another two in preparation. Where appropriate, some text and data from these 

publications have been reproduced here. 

Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) is one of the fundamental macromolecules present in 

living systems. It can be found in all cells as varying length polymer chains composed of 

four primary bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine, uracil) capable of numerous 

modifications. Though generally characterized as an information carrier, RNA is a 

versatile molecule that exhibits both intra and inter-strand base pairing to form complex 

structures. Similar to protein, the particular shape of an RNA structure in combination 

with some degree of sequence specificity, can dictate its function (RNA binding protein 

recognition sites, ribozyme activity, aptameric affinity, etc.). Structurally interacting RNA 

(sxRNA) is a molecular switch technology that exploits predictable intermolecular RNA 

base pairing to form an otherwise absent functional structure in one RNA strand when it 

interacts with a specific, targeted second strand.  Originally proposed as a potential 

regulatory mechanism in natural systems, we used characteristics of predicted pairings 

in that context to engineer purely synthetic sxRNA switches that have been successfully 

tested. There are many non-coding RNAs associated with pathological conditions, the 

ability to use these as triggers for sxRNA opens the door to potential applications 

ranging from diagnostics to therapeutics. Furthermore, other prospective triggers 

(including those synthetically designed) may allow use of the technology as a molecular 

tool for a variety of purposes including as an alternative to antibiotic selection in cell line 

development.   

The typical trigger sequences targeted by sxRNA switches are at least 20 bases in 

length. Combinatorial options with regard to structure positioning and base composition 

produce an enormous number of potential sxRNA sequences for any given target. 
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Exhaustively examining these for feasible candidates (i.e., analyzing predicted 

interactions with unintended targets) is computationally impossible with current 

systems. Evolutionary computing is a subfield of artificial intelligence (AI) that has been 

inspired by biology. Genetic algorithms are a type of evolutionary algorithm and apply 

operators (such as recombination and mutation) to find candidate solutions to an 

optimization problem. The presented dissertation will describe the original sxRNA 

research as well as the development and testing of a genetic algorithm that automates 

the production of new sxRNA switch candidates. This algorithm takes into consideration 

factors that were previously impossible to account for in manual designs. 
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Chapter 1 – Biological Background 

1.1 Molecular Biology Overview 

The context for the work in this dissertation is the realm of systems biology and 

an implicit assumption that evolution may, on average, have provided more signal than 

noise in its products. Though attitudes have changed somewhat in the last few decades, 

that approach is still to some extent controversial, with numerous researchers holding 

to the premise that “our genome is mostly junk”1 despite the discovery that it has fewer 

protein coding genes than expected to account for organism complexity.2  Some have 

gone so far as to describe the ENCODE consortium’s attribution of function to genomic 

regions based on biochemical activity as “pernicious”,3 as though simply placing such 

sequence in the arena for investigation was somehow harmful. The argument that 

activity cannot definitively prove functionality is not unreasonable. However, at the very 

least, it seems logical that transcriptional activity should evoke consideration for 

functional capacity or categorizing evolution as inherently wasteful of energy and 

material resources. Further, one might argue that until every organism’s entire 

collection of phenotypes has been reliably traced mechanistically, nothing should be 

taken off the table for scrutiny, hypothesis, and experimentation. 

Humans have a similar number of protein coding genes as C. elegans (~20,000), a 

1mm nematode, with approximately 60% to 80% homologs between species and many 

of the genes and pathways highly conserved.4 If the non-coding portions of our genome 

are junk, what then accounts for the vast difference between two organisms sharing 

such a high percentage of the same basic building material? Dimensional lumber and 

sheathing can be used to frame a shed or a mansion, with the difference laying in the 

plans, the amounts of material and the construction method, not the raw materials in 

and of themselves. If our proteins are not fundamentally more complicated than those 

of worms, perhaps our assembly instructions are. The concept of structurally interacting 

RNA (“sxRNA”) arose from musings of what regulatory mechanisms might exist in this 
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regard, that could utilize some of the non-protein coding yet transcriptionally active 

genome sequence, if in fact it was something other than junk. The sxRNA model, in 

general, predicts that one RNA molecule may interact with another to impact the 

conformation of a functional structure within that second RNA. 

Though not necessarily constrained by or limited to eukaryotic or metazoan 

biology, the model for sxRNA was primarily developed within that backdrop. It should 

also be noted that while sxRNA was conceptualized while considering what mechanisms 

might exist in natural systems, the technology as presented does not require that nature 

has ever made use of it in order to be viable as an artificially contrived tool.  

1.1.2 Introduction to Ribonucleic Acids 

The term “Nucleic acid” describes polymeric molecules consisting of variable 

length chains of nucleotides linked via phosphodiester bonds. These nucleotide subunits 

are composed of nucleosides attached to one or more phosphate groups. Nucleosides 

themselves, consist of a heterocyclic nitrogenous base linked to a cyclic form, five 

carbon sugar moiety by a glycosidic bond. In the case of Ribonucleic acid (RNA), the 

sugar is ribose versus the deoxyribose found in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The two 

are very similar in composition with the major exception that the latter lacks a hydroxyl 

group at the 2’ carbon (see figure 1 for position). While other nucleosides exist, this 

description will concentrate on the unmodified versions formed by the five major or 

“canonical” bases of adenine, cytosine, guanine, thymine (in DNA), and uracil (in RNA).  
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Figure 1 illustrates the component parts of RNA from base to nucleoside, 

nucleotide, and finally oligomeric form. The term “sugar phosphate backbone” may be 

used with regard to nucleic acids and refers to the repeating polymeric linkage of 

phosphodiester bonds between the sugars of two monomer residues and an 

intermediate phosphate group. Monomeric nucleotides are bound to their phosphate 

via the sugar’s 5’ carbon. In polymerization, subsequent nucleotides are joined via their 

phosphates to 3’ carbon of the previous terminal nucleotide. This provides a 

directionality to the molecule and nucleic acid sequences are generally described and 

written as 5’ to 3’. As noted previously, deoxyribose differs from ribose by virtue of 

missing the hydroxyl group at the 2’ position. In RNA, it is the presence of this hydroxyl  

Figure 1 - Building blocks of Ribonucleic acid. Standard numbering format is presented for Purine and 
Pyrimidine bases. *Thymidine base is not shown here as this figure depicts only the four major ribonucleotides. Purple 

line in Ribonucleosides depicts the glycosidic bond joining each base to a ribose. Numbering of atoms in the ribose 
sugar uses tic marks to differentiate from base numbering.”5’” is read as “five prime”. The example ribonucleic acid 
segment shows a four-nucleotide chain representing the sequence “CGUC” (5’ to 3’) with red wavy lines indicating 

terminal ends of the sugar phosphate backbone. (Original figure based on data from Lehninger, Principles of 
Biochemistry, 4th ed)5 
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group adjacent to the phosphate that makes the molecule (particularly in single 

stranded state) susceptible to base catalyzed hydrolysis and therefore particularly prone 

to degradation.6  

1.1.3 Structural Characteristics 

The mechanism of nucleic acid base pairing consists of hydrogen bonds forming 

between the nitrogenous bases of two nucleotides. The term “base pair” without 

qualification is most commonly understood to mean the cis Watson-Crick/Watson-Crick 

interaction, where “cis” refers to the relative orientation of the glycosidic bonds of the 

two paired bases in relation to their shared hydrogen bonds, and the “Watson-

Crick/Watson-Crick” denotes which regions of the bases are contributing to these bonds 

(see figure 2). These “canonical” base pairings account for over 75% of non-redundant 

RNA 3D structures in PDB.7,8 There are a variety of possible, non-canonical base pairings, 

such as a “trans sugar/Hoogsteen”. What is unique amongst the variations and 

contributes to cis WC/WC being the common canonical form, is the periodicity 

associated with the helical turn and bond distance of this pairing due to similarities in 

isostericity.9 The nature of the canonical cis WC/WC base pairs is such that each places 

the next set of bases, in respective sequence segments, in a position that another cis 

WC/WC pairing (if possible) is optimal as it does not require inducing strain on the 

polymer backbone, glycosidic bond, etc. to form. As stated by Leontis and Westhof, “The 

standard or canonical Watson–Crick pairs are characterized by their remarkable 

isostericity, which gives rise to the regular A-form double helix, and allows each of the 

four combinations to substitute for any of the others without distorting the three-

dimensional helical structure.”10 Base pairing is fundamental to both the structural 

forms and utility of DNA and RNA (e.g., polymerase template, tRNA codon recognition, 

secondary structure-based protein recognition site, etc.).11,12 

In nature, DNA is typically found as base paired, double strands, with each strand 

existing as a separate reverse complement (with respect to the other) molecule.13,14 It is 

in this context that it comprises the hereditary genomic material of prokaryotic and 
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eukaryotic organisms. RNA, however, is generally found naturally as a single molecule 

that often forms complex structures via intramolecular base pairs that create double 

stranded regions within its sequence, thereby “folding” in upon itself.15 Note, when 

“fold predictions”, or “secondary structure” are mentioned, they refer to a model 

describing the base pairs of an RNA sequence. Base pair combinations producing the 

greatest reduction in free energy are favored by the second law of thermodynamics.  

Figure 2 - A) Base regions contributing to hydrogen bonds in base pairing. The term “Hoogsteen edge” is 
used interchangeably with “C-H edge” in pyrimidines for simplicity. B) cis or trans orientation of a base pair is 

determined by relative position of glycosidic bonds with respect to a line (dotted red in figure) drawn parallel with and 
centered within the base pair’s hydrogen bonds (dotted black in figure), with cis occurring on same side of line vs trans 

occurring on opposite sides.(Figure adapted from Leontis and Westhof, 2001)16 
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The common occurrence of DNA as a helical pairing of two reverse 

complementary molecules is a product of evolutionary convention, perhaps primarily to 

allow for DNA excision repair17, rather than a physical requirement of the molecule, as 

other forms are possible. This is evidenced both in nature (e.g., linear single stranded 

DNA genomes such as found in the parvoviruses18 and a variety of circular single 

stranded viruses19) and by synthetic manufacture (e.g., PCR primer oligos). Double 

stranded DNA in genomic context adopts the well-known double helix conformations, 

whereas single stranded DNA oligos may be designed to take on a host of complicated 

shapes such as those seen in DNA origami.20    

1.1.4 RNA and the Central Dogma  

Often stated verbally as “DNA is transcribed into RNA which is then translated 

into protein”, the “Central Dogma of Molecular Biology” was introduced by Francis Crick 

in a 1958 symposium and is generally presented as a strict unidirectional path for the 

flow of biological information (often depicted in a cellular context as seen in figure 3). 

Reasonably early exceptions to this unidirectional “rule” (e.g., retroviral reverse 

transcriptase21) led to criticisms of “over-simplification” and a response article by Crick 

clarifying the intent of the Central Dogma while specifying that only information transfer 

from protein to DNA, protein to RNA or protein to protein was “postulated to never 

occur”.22 However, regardless of clarified directional flow or intent, the Central Dogma 

may lead toward an interpretation of RNA as a passive intermediary molecule between 

the durable blueprint of DNA and the actively working proteins it encodes. Even tRNA’s 

vital function seems somewhat inert and transient from this perspective, categorizing 

and holding amino acids in store until needed for an elongating peptide. 

The reality is that RNA can function both as an information storage/transfer 

molecule similar to genomic DNA23 and as an enzymatically active one24 akin to protein. 
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Figure 3 - The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology: Simplified as DNA->RNA->Protein. Shown in context of a 
eukaryotic cell, DNA serves as a template for the transcription of RNA which is then translated by ribosomes into 

Protein. Transfer RNAs (tRNAs) serve as adapter molecules to decode mRNA open reading frames via association of 
specific amino acids with anticodons. (Illustration based on that found at National Center for Biotechnology 

Information (NCBI) Molecular Biology Review, “Central Dogma of Biology: Classic View”)25 

1.1.5 Cis-regulatory elements in mRNA 

Messenger RNA contains a series of 3 nucleotide codons that each correlate with 

a specific amino acid and together specify a protein coding sequence to be translated by 

a ribosome. The portion of an mRNA comprised by this sequence is referred to as the 
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“open reading frame” (ORF) while sequence upstream (5’) or downstream (3’) of the 

ORF is termed the “untranslated regions” (UTRs).26 Within the UTR portions of mRNA, 

numerous sequences constituting regulatory signals have been identified. Among those 

in the 5’ UTR are the Kozak sequence (which impacts translational efficiency via 

ribosomal recognition of the start codon), upstream reading frames (uORFs – inhibit 

translation of the downstream protein) and internal ribosomal entrance sites (IRES – 

promotes cap independent translation).27 In both the 5’ and 3’ UTRs, recognition sites 

for RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and for miRNAs can be found.28,29 Protein recognition of 

target RNA “often proceeds through loops, bulges, kinks and other irregular 

structures”.30 This dependency of some RBPs on particular structural conformation is a 

key aspect of the sxRNA concept, particularly as it was originally envisioned. 

1.1.6 RNA Binding Proteins 

RNA binding proteins (RBPs) are a category of proteins that, as the name implies, 

associate with RNA transcripts and in doing so, achieve a variety of outcomes including 

mRNA stability31, localization32, alternative codon decoding33, etc. For the purposes of 

this work, four RNA binding proteins in particular will be described.  

Poly(A) Binding Protein - The “vast majority of eukaryotic mRNAs” are produced 

with a polyadenosine (poly(A)) tail on their 3’ end.34 The process of transcription 

termination and polyadenylation for a nascent transcript is triggered by the presence of 

a polyadenylation site (PAS) located in the 3’ untranslated region.35 Poly(A) Binding 

Protein (PABP) recognizes and binds to this non-templated stretch of adenines which, 

among other effects, leads to enhanced translation of the mRNA by associating with 

initiation factors (particularly eIF4G) at the 5’ end, effectively circularizing the RNA 

(figure 4) and allowing for ribosome units finishing translation to be in close proximity 

for reintroduction to the start codon.36 
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Figure 4 - mRNA Circularization Model for PABP: Cap binding protein or “Eukaryotic Initiation Factor 4 E” 
(eIF4E) binds the m7G cap on 5’ end of mRNA and recruits additional initiation factors. PABP bound to the poly(A) tail 
on 3’ end of mRNA circularizes the message by binding directly to eIF4G and indirectly to other initiation factors via 

PABP Interacting Protein 1. (Illustration adapted from Derry, et al, Regulation of Poly(A)-binding protein through 
PABP-interacting proteins)37 

Histone Stem Loop Binding Protein - In metazoans, mRNAs for most histone 

proteins terminate with a tightly conserved stem loop motif termed the “histone stem 

loop” (HSL).38 This is in contrast to the majority of mRNAs that possess a 3’ poly(A) “tail”. 

Histone stem loop binding protein (hSLBP or SLBP) is a cell cycle regulated RBP that is 

tied to multiple processes involving histone mRNA. In the nucleus, SLBP in coordination 

with the U7 snRNP, provides for end processing of nascent histone transcripts.39 SLBP 

also plays a vital role in nuclear export of the mature histone mRNAs.40 Additionally, and 

of specific import to this work, SLBP also acts to enhance translation of bound mRNAs 

via a similar circularization model (figure 5) as that provided by poly(A) binding 

protein.41 A consensus sequence and structure for the Histone Stem Loop is shown in 

figure 5-D. 
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Figure 5 - The multiple roles of HSL/SLBP A.) During histone message transcription, SLBP bound to the HSL coordinates 
with the U7 snRNP bound to the Histone Downstream Element to cleave the nascent mRNA 3’ of the HSL. B.) SLBP 

bound to the mRNA’s HSL is vital to nuclear export of the mature message. C.) SLBP bound to the 3’ HSL is required for 
translational efficiency via a similar circularization mechanism to that of PABP. D.) Histone Stem Loop consensus 

reproduced from the UTRSite42: Signal Manager U0001 HSL entry43 (Main figure adapted from Doyle and Tenenbaum, 
Trans-regulation of RNA-binding protein motifs by microRNA)44 

Iron Response Binding Proteins - Iron Response Binding Proteins (IRBP) 

recognize and bind to a stem loop motif known as the Iron Responsive Element (IRE, see 

figure 6), a relationship that plays a critical role in iron metabolism of animal cells.45,46 
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The IRE motif exhibits greater sequence and shape variability than that found in the 

Histone Stem Loop with particular degeneracy in its stem base pairs. When iron levels 

are high, IRBP1 loses its IRE binding affinity47 and IRBP2 is degraded.48 When Iron levels 

are low, IRBPs will actively bind the IRE motif. When the IRE motif is in an mRNA’s 5’ 

UTR, bound IRBP inhibits ribosome scanning and reduces translation of the mRNA, such 

as in the case of ferritin, an iron storage protein.49 When the IRE is in the 3’ UTR, bound 

IRBP may stabilize the message allowing increased translation, such as with transferrin 

receptor (thereby increasing import of iron into the cell).50    

 

Figure 6 - Two representative consensus variations of the Iron Responsive Element. Stem base sequence 
requirements are notably degenerate versus that of the Histone Stem Loop (Illustration reproduced from the 

UTRSite51: Signal Manager U0002 IRE entry)52 

MS2 Coat Protein - The MS2 bacteriophage coat protein binds to a well-defined 

stem loop motif found in its own RNA genome. This functionality allows for 

encapsidation of the genomic RNA as well as a tuned translational repression of the viral 

replicase whose start codon is contained within the motif.53  Wild type MS2 coat protein 

exhibits strong protein-protein affinity and readily forms capsids via dimerizing and 

subsequent interdimer contacts. Purification of WT MS2 protein requires the use of 
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glacial acetic acid to denature these complexes.54 LeCuyer, et al introduced mutants of 

the coat protein that altered these protein-protein interactions. One mutant in 

particular (V75E;A81G) showed no propensity for capsid formation while retaining full 

RNA binding capability.55  The combination of well-defined binding motif, relatively 

small protein (~130 AA) and the reduction in interprotein affinity has led to the MS2 

mutant’s use as a tool for a variety of molecular biology investigations. An example was 

the use of MS2 motifs inserted in synthetic mRNAs coupled with an MS2-GFP fusion 

protein to observe the cellular trafficking of the tagged mRNAs.56 Additionally, to 

determine if the poly(A) tail had any inherent function for translational enhancement 

beyond recruitment of PABP, a research group synthesized an MS2-PABP fusion protein 

and terminated reporter mRNAs with an MS2 motif rather than a poly(A) tail to show 

that translational enhancement still occurred with an indirect attachment of the PABP 

protein.57 

  

Figure 7 The RNA binding site for the bacteriophage MS2 capsid protein A) The binding site as it exists in the 
bacteriophage’s genome sequence B) The high affinity consensus binding site developed for MS2 capsid protein via the 

SELEX process. (Illustration based on one presented in Schneider et al, Selection of High Affinity RNA Ligands to the 
Bacteriophage R17 Coat Protein)58 
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1.1.7 Trans-regulatory ncRNAs 

“Non-coding RNA” (ncRNA) can be interpreted to mean any RNA that does not 

code for a protein sequence. This can include the untranslated regions (UTRs) of an 

mRNA flanking the open reading frame, as well as special purpose RNA molecules such 

as tRNAs. In the context of trans-regulatory ncRNA, meaning RNA exhibiting a regulatory 

effect upon another separate RNA molecule (typically an mRNA), one could make an 

argument that tRNAs, based on their specific prevalence and codon bias59 exert trans 

regulatory effects. However, For the purposes of the current discussion, we will limit our 

survey to two particular classes of ncRNAs whose primary known function is to exert 

direct regulatory outcomes on target mRNAs. 

RNAi - RNA interference (RNAi) is a naturally occurring process by which a short 

RNA sequence (~22nucleotides) associated with a group of proteins (the RNA induced 

silencing complex or “RISC”) binds to a target messenger RNA molecule with a region of 

complementarity and reduces or eliminates (by target cleavage) the translation of that 

mRNA to protein.60,61,62 

There are two main sub-classes of these small RNA actors in the RNA 

interference pathway, silencing RNA (siRNA) and microRNA (miRNA). siRNAs are small 

RISC associated RNAs that have perfect complementarity for target mRNAs and induce 

cleavage of those targets upon binding to them. miRNAs are small RISC associated RNAs 

that have partial complementarity for targets and can act similar to siRNA as well as 

repress translation of the target without destroying it by cleavage. An important note is 

that even though miRNA is classified as a fundamental part of RNAi, there is evidence 

that some miRNA/mRNA interactions can lead to an increase rather than decrease of 

translation.63 Expression levels of particular miRNA are correlated with a number of 

pathological states, particularly cancer.64,65,66,67,68 Additionally, several viruses encode 

miRNAs.69 
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The distinction between siRNA and mRNA is somewhat subtle and relates more 

to the effect on targeted mRNA than to the state of the small RNA molecule itself (see 

figure 8).70 In both siRNA and miRNA, the small RNA segment is excised by cellular 

machinery from a segment of sufficient length double stranded RNA and incorporated 

into the RISC complex. It is thought that this mechanism may have first evolved as a 

protective measure versus double stranded RNA (dsRNA) viruses, where a cell could use 

the dsRNA viral genome to create small guide strands to destroy other copies of the 

virus as well as viral messenger transcripts.71 Once established as an immune 

component the mechanism could have been gradually integrated for use by the cell in 

regulating its own messages. 

One of the earliest recognized observations of the RNAi effect occurred 

serendipitously as a result of genetic engineering carried out on petunias.72 

Experimenters were attempting to create flowers with an increased degree of 

pigmentation by inserting multiple copies of the chalcone synthase gene. The results 

seemed paradoxical in that less pigment and unusual pigmentation patterns were 

observed in the mutants. Eventually, the underlying cause for this was identified as 

“post transcriptional gene silencing” due to the occurrence of double stranded RNA.73 

The underlying cause of the dsRNA was attributed to the possibility that some of the 

transgenes had been inserted near opposite strand promoter sites which led to 

antisense transcripts being produced.74,75 These would have contained perfect reverse 

complements for the functional mRNAs and once the two hybridized in the cytoplasm, 

would have serve to activate the RNAi pathway.  

lncRNA - Long non-coding RNA, or lncRNA are RNA transcripts greater than 200 

nucleotides in length that do not code for proteins and may have a variety of regulatory 

functions including X chromosome inactivation, promoter enhancers, miRNA sponges 

and mRNA targeting, amongst others.76 In the realm of mRNA targeting and regulation, 

it has been shown that a lncRNA hybridized to an mRNA could form a binding site for 

the Staufen1 dsRNA RNA binding protein thereby targeting the message for decay.77 
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Similar to miRNA, numerous lncRNAs have been associated with a variety of 

cancers.78,79,80 lncRNA are not used in the research presented here, but are of interest in 

that they have been considered as potential targets for sxRNA switches and the concept 

of ncRNA forming a double stranded RBP binding site with mRNA was part of the 

broader sxRNA model. In that regard, the work by the Maquat lab helps to reinforce the 

potential validity of the model.  

 

Figure 8 - siRNA versus miRNA: Comparison of Processing and Effect on Target. Note the distinct difference 
in the fate of passenger strand for miRNA versus siRNA. (Illustration adapted from Lam, et al siRNA Versus miRNA as 

Therapeutics for Gene Silencing)81 
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1.1.8 RNA Aptamers 

The term “aptamer” originated with the Szostak lab82 and was created by 

merging the Latin root word ‘aptus’, meaning “to fit”, with the familiar Greek suffix 

‘mer’ (e.g., polymer, oligomer, etc.) from ‘meros’, meaning “part”. The name is 

appropriate as aptamer sequences (RNA, DNA or otherwise) are specifically selected for 

their ability to fold into a conformation that binds a target ligand molecule. The paper 

that introduced the term aptamer presented a selection technique that used random 

pools of RNA produced via T7 polymerase transcription of DNA random-mers. These 

were passed over columns with immobilized dye molecules, which retained some RNAs 

while others flowed through. Later, the bound RNAs were eluted, reverse transcribed 

and then sequenced to identify candidate aptamers. 

During the same year (1990) that the Szostak lab developed this technique, the 

Gold lab similarly established a process, termed SELEX (“systematic evolution of ligands 

by exponential enrichment”), for selecting RNA sequences with high binding affinity for 

a target molecule (note the “ligand” in the SELEX acronym refers to the RNA ligand 

being selected, not the target ligand to be bound by this RNA).83 Gold’s technique uses 

successive rounds of selection similar to that performed by Szostak, where the resulting 

cDNA reverse transcribed from that round’s RNA candidates are PCR amplified, and 

exponentially enriched, then used as templates to produce the next round of RNA for 

selection. This process allows for selection of the highest affinity aptamers from the 

initial population. There are additional steps that can be incorporated into the process, 

including the introduction of additional random library components at each round or 

randomized mutation of the templates to produce a truly “evolved” solution.  

1.1.9 Riboswitches 

Riboswitches have been described as “natural RNA aptamers” and act as 

molecular switches in response to binding a particular ligand, by suppressing or 

enhancing the expression of a cognate gene.84 The name “riboswitch” first appeared in a 

manuscript from the Breaker lab describing a cobalamin (vitamin B12) binding RNA 
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structure in the 5’ untranslated region of the E. coli cobalamin transport protein. The 

structure was thought to inhibit ribosome binding, and therefore translation of the 

transport protein when cobalamin levels were sufficiently high to bind and activate. 

Thus, the structure acted as a direct cis regulatory element in the mRNA without need 

of mediating proteins.85  

Another class of riboswitch, the TPP, named for its target ligand (thiamine 

pyrophosphate), is found in mRNAs related to thiamine (vitamin B1) biosynthesis.86 This 

particular structure appears across the three domains of life; archaea, bacteria and even 

eukaryotes.87,88 

1.1.10 RNA Three-way Junctions 

RNA three-way junctions (3WJs) are a well categorized structural motif that 

occur as vital intramolecular (i.e., in cis) components in a wide variety of known 

sequences.89,90,91 The 3WJ is characterized by three RNA helices connecting at a central 

point with some number of unpaired bases occurring between each helix. Figure 9 is a 

simple depiction of the secondary structure of such a junction. RNA three-way junctions 

occurring in cis are prevalent in naturally occurring sequences and often act to stabilize 

a particular functional conformation92,93. 

 

Figure 9 - An RNA Three-way Junction – a simple representation of the secondary structure of an RNA three-
way junction(in cis) 
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1.2 Computational Background 

It is assumed that a major portion of the audience for this dissertation will be 

drawn by an interest in the RNA technology and will therefore more likely be acquainted 

with the related biology while less familiar with certain aspects of the associated 

computer science. With this in mind, a rather broad coverage of computing technology 

and programming will be provided as background. Though a thorough examination of 

these topics is beyond the scope of the current document, select concepts will be 

presented at a basic level with the expectation that they will aid in removing some of 

the mystery that may otherwise obscure clear (or at least clearer) insight into a principal 

component of the project described herein. 

1.2.1 Historical Synopsis of Computing Machines  

Currently, digital electronic computers (a distinction that will be clarified) are 

virtually ubiquitous. The last four to five decades have seen a sea change in the typical 

person’s relationship with these instruments. In the late 1970’s, computers began to 

expand their footprint from large corporations, government departments and 

universities to individual households. This spread was enabled by the development of 

small affordable “personal computers” (PCs) where previously, only large, centralized 

machines with distributed terminals for multiple users had been available.94 By the turn 

of the twenty first century, it was not uncommon to find a PC in the average American 

household95 and as of 2021 radically more powerful devices than these early “desktops” 

can generally be found in any given person’s pocket in the form of a “smartphone”. 

This shift was made possible, in large part (other contributing factors, such as 

market development, software application diversity, networking availability and device 

integration should also be considered), by continual advances in semiconductor 

manufacturing that allowed reductions in both size and cost of the hardware while also 

increasing processing power.96 An indicator of just how much advance has been made is 

that the newest smartphones in 2021 can perform approximately 16 million times more 
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operations per second than the mainframe NASA used to manage the Apollo moon 

landings in the late 1960’s. This comparison is based on the Qualcomm Snapdragon 

865+ processor (introduced 2019) at 15 trillion operations per second (TOPS) versus IBM 

Sys360 model 25 at 940 thousand instructions per second (kIPS).97,98 Similar advances in 

memory and storage have also been made. Coupled with advanced displays, sound 

processing, telephony and Internet access, these devices now serve as handheld 

organizational, productivity and entertainment centers. 

However, the reality that computers, in one form or another, are now a 

prevalent part of everyday life does not correlate with a similarly widespread 

understanding of how they function or where they came from. An aptitude for learning 

to use an application or computing device (that has been designed and refined for 

intuitive functionality) does not necessitate or equate to knowledge of the inner 

workings of such things any more than an ability to operate an automobile requires an 

understanding of the Carnot Cycle as it relates to internal combustion engines or how 

the Lorentz force relates to electric motors. This is not intended simply as a pedantic 

observation, but rather should serve to illustrate a potential opportunity for improved 

utility. Having some basic awareness of the innerworkings of any given system may on 

occasion allow for better insight into and interaction with that system, not least of 

which may be in terms of troubleshooting or explaining anomalous outcomes. If one is 

introduced to the concept of gears and their ability to turn shafts in alternating 

directions and/or at different relative rates based on their diameters and is also aware 

of the ability springs possess to store energy, they may not fully understand the design 

of a mechanical pocket watch, yet a glimpse inside can then reveal to them the essence 

of the device’s workings. 

If one conceptualizes a simple definition of a computer as a device that can 1.) 

represent data by some physical state, 2.) perform an operation on that data and 3.) 

present a result…  then seeing concrete, albeit simple examples of these three 
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capabilities may aid in envisioning how much more complicated cases may be managed 

by these machines.  

We may generally interpret “computer” to mean a PC or smartphone, but one of 

the oldest known and generally recognized examples of a computing machine is the 

Antikythera mechanism99, a hand powered, gear-based model of celestial movements. 

Found as part of a shipwreck off the Greek island of the same name, it is dated to the 

first two centuries BCE. Mechanical computational devices have been designed in 

numerous forms with a wide range of complexity.100,101 Addition machines using gear 

teeth to represent units are a relatively simple instance. A radically oversimplified 

example of an input for such a machine is shown in figure 10. This figure does not depict 

the exact components of any particular adding machine but should illustrate how a 

mechanical system can represent numeric quantity, accept an input (limited here to a 

single button for ‘2’) and add each input to a stored running total. 

Figure 10 Idealized Mechanical Adding Mechanism: Button marked as ‘2’ has 2 teeth and when fully 
depressed will move the 100gear counterclockwise by 2 of its teeth (2/10 revolution). Each tooth of this gear 

represents a single unit count. A full rotation of the shaft that this gear is on will engage the “carry over” tooth and 
move the 101 gear by 1 tooth (each of which represents a value of 10 units). Current state of the depicted system is 
‘10’ which equates to the input button ‘2’ being pushed 5 times. Note, the “current state positions” are not the gear 
teeth pointed to but rather the specific space the arrows denote and that are occupied by those teeth. The particular 

teeth in respect to those positions determine the “current state”. An actual mechanical adding machine is substantially 
more complicated and requires multiple inputs for various quantities, but the basic principle is not dissimilar. 
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It would be remiss to discuss a history of computing devices without mentioning 

the Babbage Analytical Engine (particularly after introducing the concept of mechanical 

data representation and manipulation). Charles Babbage, was an English mathematician 

and inventor (amongst other talents) who is credited with the 1838 design of the first 

general purpose, digital computer (albeit purely mechanical) with architectural 

components similar to today’s systems (such as CPU, storage and output).102 Alongside 

Babbage, Ada Lovelace (daughter of the poet, Lord Byron) is often credited as the first 

computer programmer having developed a number of programs for the hypothetical 

device while collaborating with him in the 1840s.103,104 Babbage’s analytical engine was 

never actually built due to limitations of fabrication technology at the time. However, 

one of his less capable though similarly designed machines, the “Difference engine no. 

2”, a tool to calculate polynomials and generate tables, was fabricated by a modern 

researcher in 2005 and functioned as intended.105 Realizing that mechanisms for 

complicated calculations existed prior to the advent of the electronic age is key to 

framing one’s understanding of the development of modern computers. The idea of 

building information processing devices using switches wasn’t spawned by the invention 

of integrated circuits, the transistor, the vacuum tube before it, or even electricity. 

These creations simply made the implementation of such machines practical and 

increasingly powerful. 

It is worth taking a moment to clarify what is meant by analog versus digital. 

Analog signals and processes are continuous. Take the gear mechanism in figure 10 as 

an example. Fully depressing the button and letting it return will signify the addition of 

two full units as represented by the gear position. However, there is no system in place 

to enforce that the button only be fully depressed, and a partial push could be used to 

move the gear a proportionally fractional amount of anything between 0 and 2 units 

and have the gear position represent that fractional addition. Theoretically, if not 

practically, there are an infinite number of partial positions (continuous) between full 

increments of the gear teeth. Conversely, digital computers are inherently only capable 
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of representing discrete values, from the smallest memory component of a transistor’s 

state representing a binary bit as either 0 or 1 (and nothing in between) up through 

larger values formed by aggregates of these units.106 A full explanation and comparison 

of analog versus digital systems is beyond the scope of this work, and only modern 

digital systems are of consequence to the research described herein. 

Many if not most people have some passing familiarity with the notion that 

modern computers involve “zeros and ones” and transistors. Relatively few are likely 

able to describe how those ideas relate or function to process information. Starting with 

the concept of “zeros and ones”, binary is the native representational and operational 

state of modern computers. Whether thought of as “on”/”off”, “true”/”false” or 

“0”/”1”, a two-value base unit is easily characterized by a transistor acting as a switch. 

Figure 11 illustrates the basic concept of a particular type of transistor that may be 

incorporated (as one of billions) into the integrated circuits found in a variety of 

“computer chips”. A discussion of the physics of semiconductors and their fabrication 

techniques is not a reasonable endeavor within the constraints of this document, nor is  

Figure 11 An n-channel Transistor – A) Lightly doped p-type silicon (beige) with N doped source and drain 
regions. Without a voltage bias applied to gate, current will not flow. B) With a positive voltage applied to the gate, 
positive charges accumulate on the gate metal. In response negative charges are induced in the underlying silicon by 

the formation of a depletion region with a thin channel of mobile electrons formed between source and drain, 
allowing current to flow. (Original figure based on data from Streetman and Banerjee, Solid State Electronic 

Devices)107 

it required for the point being made, which simply put, is that transistors can act as 

electronically activated switches of electric current. The next important point is that 
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simple Boolean logical operators can be implemented with switches (whether 

mechanical or electrical) and combined to achieve increasingly complex operations.  

Figure 12 introduces some common Boolean logic gates, shows how two of 

these can be used in combination to perform a very basic arithmetic function (the 

addition of two binary digits), and illustrates how simple mechanical switches can 

implement the logic operations defined by these gates while controlling the state of an 

electric circuit. Obviously, these figures do not present a comprehensive view or  

Figure 12 Logic Gates as Building Blocks – A) Some of the common Boolean logic gates. “A” or “A and B” 
denote inputs and “x” is output. “0” can be thought of as “false” or “off” and “1” as “true” or “on”. Truth tables below 
the logic gate symbols detail output state based on input. Note that “AND” only outputs 1 if both inputs are set to 1. 
“XOR” or “exclusive OR” only outputs 1 if “one and only one” of the inputs is set to 1. B) Combining two logic gates to 
perform binary addition. The “half-adder” represents one of the simplest operations enabled through combining two 
logic gates. The truth table for this combination directly represents the result of the mathmatical addition of the two 
bits. C) Illustration of how mechanical switches can be used to implement the logic gates used in the half-adder. The 
“AND” gate uses two “single pole single throw” switches. The “XOR” uses two “single pole double throw” switches 
(similar to those found at opposite ends of staircases in housing light circuits) that complete the circuit through either 
the red or green path shown (Original figure based on information in Mano Computer System Architecture, 3rd Ed and 
Patterson and Hennessy, Computer Organization and Design MIPS Edition: The Hardware Software Interface)108,109 

explanation of the architecture of a modern computer. That is not the intent. The goal is 

to demonstrate how simple switches in the form of transistors can represent logic gates 

and how simple logic gates can be combined to perform increasingly complex 
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operations. Every function of a computer’s processor is dependent on some 

combination of logic gates, implemented via transistors. Though the example given is 

very basic and only requires a small number of transistors to implement, perspective 

can be provided by the actual number of transistors in a modern processor. In the case 

of the mobile Snapdragon referenced earlier, that number is ~10 billion.110 

1.2.2 Programming Overview 

Regardless of any given computer’s processing power, storage capabilities or 

other physical attributes, its general utility depends on the software (i.e., “programs”) 

available to run on it. Computer programming paradigms and the languages used to 

implement such software have undergone advances that parallel much of the growth 

seen in hardware.  

Language Development - Programming languages are often grouped by 

generation number. For the purposes of this review, examination will be limited to the 

basic attributes of the initial three: 

1. First generation languages are literally speaking, “machine languages”, which is 

to say the binary representation of a particular CPU’s operation codes, memory 

addresses and constant values used in the program. This is the only language a 

CPU can directly execute. All subsequent languages must be converted to this 

form of machine code for a program’s instructions to be loaded and run on a 

CPU. 

2. Second generation languages are very similar to first generation but use 

shorthand mnemonics to textually represent CPU opcodes and operands (e.g., 

CPU registers or memory addresses), and are structured in a manner making 

them more conducive to human readability. This second generation is generally 

referred to as assembly languages. The set of instructions comprising an 

assembly language program must be passed to an assembler program that 

converts (“assembles”) them into machine code. Assembly languages, due to 
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their close relationship to machine code, are generally not portable with regard 

to running on multiple computing platforms. 

3. Third generation languages abstract much of the underlying architecture and 

allow for programs to be written in something approaching natural language, 

making them significantly more human readable and portable across platforms. 

Programs written in third generation languages are typically compiled 

(translated to machine code) for a target platform or run in an interpreter (an 

intermediary program that reads the source code and executes the logic via its 

own compiled code). The portability of third-generation languages varies based 

on a variety of factors including use of inline assembly code (limits CPU family), 

operating system calls (limits OS platform), memory addressing (i.e., 16bit vs 

32bit vs 64bit which may limit to specific members of a CPU family and operating 

system versions), etc. 

Figure 13 illustrates an example of a simple program as it could exist in each of 

the three generations described. In all three cases, the code adds two constants (‘3’ and 

‘6’) and assigns the value to the variable named ‘sum’. It then outputs the message “The 

sum is:” followed by a line break and the result “9” on the following line. It must be 

stressed that no matter what generation or specific language a computer program is 

written in, it will ultimately need to be converted into something similar to Figure 13-A 

(binary code displayed in hexadecimal format for easier readability) to actually execute 

on any particular computing platform.  

Even to an untrained eye, the purpose of the code in Figure 13-C should be 

reasonably apparent. Third generation languages are sometimes described as self-

documenting because they can be written in a manner that doesn’t require deciphering 

intent for a substantial portion of any given program. Figure 13-B is heavily commented 

to explain the steps being taken, many of which are not intuitive. Programming at this 

level often involve data manipulation in ways that are automated for third generation 

language programmers. As an example, the digital representations of the numeric 
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values being added is different from the ASCII (American Standard Code for Information 

Interchange – see Appendix) codes of the characters representing them when on the 

screen or printed. Once the value nine has been computed, it has the numeric value of 

the code for ASCII 0 (zero) added to it to convert the value nine to printable character 

“9”.  

Programming Development Paradigms - Two programming design and 

development paradigms of critical interest are “structured” and “object oriented”. It 

should be noted that these paradigms grew out of a need to produce increasingly more 

complicated software. Consider that the earliest stored program (a simple proof of 

concept) was 17 lines of code to solve a trivial math problem in 1948111  versus 

Figure 13 Comparison Examples of Generation 1, 2 and 3 Programming Languages – All examples perform same task 
(adding 3 + 6, assigning result to variable “sum” and printing “The sum is:” followed by the value of “sum” on next line) A) x80386 
relocatable machine code(in hexadecimal for easier readability) that has been assembled on a Linux computer from B) x86 NASM 
assembly code (adapted from a program on https://www.tutorialspoint.com/assembly_programming). Much of the code present 
relates to integrating with the operating system and making calls to its kernel to facilitate output. C) Java language program that 

executes identical task 
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approximately 145 thousand lines for NASA’s Apollo 11 guidance computer in 1969112. 

This trend only continued with Microsoft Windows XP operating system at 45 million113 

in 2001 and the current suite of Google internet services estimated at 2 billion source 

lines of code114. Additionally, a recognition that certain tasks may be common to many 

programs created the desire for well designed, reusable code components. “Reinventing 

the wheel” is costly as a programmer’s time is typically amongst the most expensive 

portions of software development115 and of course, unnecessary redevelopment also 

delays completion of any deliverable project.  

Structured Design and Programming - Generally speaking, structured design 

relies on achieving a full description of the processes of the system being analyzed and 

then identifying constituent actions to be modeled and represented in programming 

code. This can be thought of as a “top-down decomposition of system functionality”.116 

Programs that result from such designs are a collection of procedures (code 

components that execute a set of logic) and functions (code components that perform 

calculations, often on arguments passed to them, and that return a value to the calling 

code). Prior to the adoption of structured programming conventions, subsegments of 

programmatic logic that were needed multiple times during execution might be 

branched back to during runtime via conditional (e.g., result of some logical comparison 

of variables) “GOTO” statements. This would generally occur in the context of a program 

that was one long sequence of commands with GOTO statements branching back and 

forth in various places. Such programs’ execution flow could become prohibitively 

complicated for a human programmer to keep track of and led to the disparaging term 

“spaghetti code” due to the often-resulting knotwork of logic.117 The author has 

encountered such programming while working on legacy systems and can confirm that 

the practice makes following the execution sequence of logic, and hence “feature 

addition” and/or “debugging”, inordinately difficult. Please note, here and elsewhere in 

this text, references to code components (i.e., class, interface and/or method names) 

will be bolded and italicized to make clear that is what the term represents. 
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Object Oriented Design (OOD) and Programming (OOP) - The object-oriented 

paradigm places focus on identifying the “things” (i.e., “objects”) involved in the system 

being analyzed. Where structured analysis takes a top-down approach to design, OOD 

can be thought of as taking a bottom-up approach, meaning the sub-units are all 

modeled with associated behaviors and then fit together to form a complex system. 

OOD and Object-oriented programming are not fully divorced from structured design 

and programming. Elements of the latter still form essential pieces of object-oriented 

programs. However, object orientation is truly a separate paradigm and is likely best 

described independently rather than by comparisons to the structured approach. 

Programs written in object-oriented languages define “classes” with associated 

data (additional objects or primitive types such as integers, characters, etc.) and 

“methods” (which can be thought of as OOP version of functions). There are a number 

of core concepts associated with OOD/OOP including inheritance, encapsulation, and 

abstraction. 

Inheritance - OOP languages, as mentioned, use classes to represent conceptual 

“things”. The class defines the data associated with that thing as well as programming 

logic that is inherently related to it. An example could be an “InventoryItem” class, with 

an integer ID attribute (variable) and a getLocation() method that returns information 

on warehouse/shelf/position. There are potentially numerous subclasses of 

InventoryItem that could be defined that would extend it and inherit its data and 

capabilities. An example of an extending class could be “Appliance” or “Jewelry”, that 

would inherit everything defined in the parent class, such as the ID important for unique 

identification of any particular item, but then also define data and logic specific to their 

subclass. Subclasses can also generally override methods defined in the parent if 

needed. The parent class can also specify methods that an extending class must 

override. 
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Encapsulation - Encapsulation is the concept of defining the data and logic for a 

class within the definition of that class and often protecting (possibly hiding) it from 

outside code. For example, perhaps unique IDs are automatically generated for the 

InventoryItem objects by a database system as new items are entered. When some 

external code is interacting with an instance of InventoryItem, it should not be able to 

change that ID. Therefore, external code cannot access the ID data directly but rather 

requests the information through a getId() method. The ID attribute might be set via 

internal (to the class) code that interacts with the database to fill its attributes on 

instantiation of an object representing the class. 

Abstraction - Abstraction is critical aspect of object-oriented programming and is 

occasionally described as simply another form of encapsulation. This is a fundamental 

misunderstanding of the power of abstraction in human thought118, communication119 

and in how it can be applied in software design.120 The inheritance example previously 

described can be used to illustrate a minor aspect of this. All the data and logic needed 

to implement an ordering system could be implemented at the abstract level of 

InventoryItem. Generic data such as weight, size, location, price can all be defined at 

this level and the code for purchasing and shipping can be written with only that 

abstract level of item needed. Thus, if a new clothing department suddenly opens and 

new classes extending InventoryItem, such as Coat or Pants are defined with attributes 

such as “material_type” or “size”, there should be no need to change anything in the 

purchasing code, as those qualities are not relevant. As stated, this is a minor example, 

but should hopefully illustrate the concept. 

Unified Modeling Language - Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a software 

development tool used for visually depicting the logical architecture of a system being 

described.121,122  It can be thought of as analogous to blueprints for physical 

architectures. Similarly, the degree of detail in a UML diagram may be more or less 

granular based on what aspect of the system is being portrayed. UML will be used as 

part of the description of the code developed during the research covered in this 
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dissertation. Therefore, figure 14 provides a quick primer for understanding the diagram 

components that will be used.  

Briefly, Figure 14 describes a set of classes and an interface. Interfaces are 

primarily used to define a set of methods that an implementing class must contain. 

Unlike a parent class, an interface does not actually contain any method logic, just the 

method name with return type and parameters. If a class implements an interface, the 

code in another class may refer to an instance of it via that interface name (an example 

of abstraction). The WareHouse class in Figure 14 has a dotted dependency arrow 

connecting it to DBManager to illustrate that it makes use of that class. It also shows an 

association line with InventoryItem denoting a 1 to many (“*”) relationship. The 

Appliance class inherits from the InventoryItem class. InventoryItem is noted as 

Figure 14 A Simple UML Diagram for a Hypothetical System. The WareHouse class displays a dependency on 
the DBManager class as well as a one-to-many association with InventoryItem. Appliance inherits from (i.e., 

“extends”) InventoryItem and implements the DeliverableItem Interface. 
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“abstract”. An abstract class cannot have an instance of itself created, it must be 

extended by a non-abstract class. Consider the concept of “mammal” in biology. It is a 

higher-level classifier for a number of subclasses down to specific species. A human or 

dog is a mammal, and inherits the aspects associated with that term, but there is 

nothing that is “just” a mammal.  

1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence 

The use of the term Artificial Intelligence can be traced back to a proposal for a 

two month summer research workshop at Dartmouth College in 1956 submitted by John 

McCarthy (Dartmouth), Marvin Minsky (Harvard), Nathaniel Rochester (IBM) and Claude 

Shannon (Bell Labs) in which they stated “The study is to proceed on the basis of the 

conjecture that every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in 

principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it.”123 This 

early foray into contemplating the possibility of other than natural intelligence, as well 

as much of the early follow-on work, focused on replicating human intelligence.124  

One well explored approach was algorithmically replicating human problem-

solving capabilities. This was first focused on general heuristics but later shifted to the 

identification and accumulation of “rules of expertise” employed by human experts.125 

Another tactic was simulating biological neurons and neuronal networks. While initially 

motivated by an intent to emulate human thought, neural networks were later valued 

independent of this goal as tools for pattern recognition, prediction, and classification in 

a variety of fields.126,127   

Though the original Dartmouth proposal framed artificial intelligence in a 

manner that appeared focused on synthetic cognition and reasoning, AI seems to have 

become an umbrella for a variety of advanced computing techniques. A more recent 

definition of the subject (from John McCarthy, one of the Dartmouth workshop 

organizers and the person credited with coining the term “artificial intelligence”) 
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indicates a variety of AI branches, amongst which is “Genetic Programming”, which is 

itself a branch of evolutionary computation.128  

Evolutionary Computation - Broadly speaking, evolutionary computation is a 

field within computer science that seeks to apply the biological principles of evolution 

by natural selection to problem solving. Work on implementing such solutions can be 

traced back to three separate groups in the 1960s, with each applying the concepts in a 

slightly disparate manner. These included “Evolutionary Programming” (conceptually 

different to the previously mentioned genetic programming) from Lawrence Fogel, 

“Evolution Strategies” from Ingo Rechenberg and Hans-Paul Schwefel, and “Genetic 

Algorithms” from John Holland.129 The distinctions between approaches relate to 

general applicability and may be considered somewhat arcane to a general audience. 

For instance, Fogel’s method centered on evolving finite state machines (FSM)130. An 

explanation of finite state machines would require delving into the realm of automata 

theory, a substantial branch of computer science, and could occupy a volume of text in 

itself. Evolution strategies operated specifically on populations of real number 

vectors.131 It is the third approach, the genetic algorithm, that is most generally 

applicable, specifically germane to the work of this dissertation, and that will be 

expounded on further.  

Genetic Algorithms - Genetic algorithms (GAs) have been described as 

metaheuristic optimization algorithms132 and have been applied to a wide range of 

tasks, from generating jazz solos to tuning the evolution of a simulated self-organizing 

nanoscale system.133,134 Colloquially speaking, they “provide a powerful technique for 

searching large, often ill-behaved problem spaces” by evolving a population of 

candidate solutions using genetic operations such as mutation and crossover.135 Genetic 

algorithms can interrogate many regions of a solution space to provide multiple optimal 

(i.e., local vs global maxima) solutions for a variety of data types, succeeding where 

other methods fail.136 Such “other methods” could include a calculus centered strategy, 

complete examination of the solution space or random sampling.137 The obvious 
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limitations to these approaches are, respectively, whether the problem is a function that 

has a derivative, if the solution space is small enough to be fully examined in a practical 

timeframe and the probability of randomly sampling a solution anywhere close to the 

optimum. 

According to Mitchell, “there is no rigorous definition of ‘genetic algorithm’ 

accepted by all in the evolutionary-computation community that differentiates GAs 

from other evolutionary computation methods. However, most methods called ‘GAs’ 

have the following elements in common: populations of chromosomes, selection 

according to fitness, crossover to produce new offspring and random mutation of new 

offspring.”138 

The chromosomes that define population members in a GA consist of an array of 

genes whose values may be one of potentially many alleles. As an example, if the 

solution space being searched was that of integer values, a possible chromosome could 

consist of 64 binary digit genes (i.e., a 64bit “long” integer type) with ‘0’ or ‘1’ as 

available alleles for each. A genetic mutation of any of these genes would be limited to 

these options. A crossover would consist of exchanging portions of two chromosomes to 

produce offspring with a mix of genes from the contributing “parents”. 

Selection by fitness requires that any GA implementation has a fitness function 

defined. It is the fitness function that is being optimized, thus it is a critical component 

to the GA approach. In the words of Kenneth Kinnear, the editor of Advances in Genetic 

Programming, “you simply cannot take too much care in crafting your fitness function” 

as it is “the only chance you have to communicate your intentions to the powerful 

process that genetic programming represents”.139 

Figure 15 shows a partial, common example of a genetic algorithm attempting to 

optimize the value of variable “x” for a function f(x)=-3x2+18x. This is a simplistic and 

purely illustrative example using chromosomes consisting of 4 binary digit genes with 

possible alleles of ‘1’ or ‘0’ (and only capable of representing select positive integers) . A 
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crossover operation on two members of generation 1 (individuals D and B) produce new 

individual ‘E’ whose value is optimal. Figure 15 only depicts a single crossover resulting 

in the optimum value for ‘x’ without generational ranking and selection. Actual 

implementations are substantially more complicated and take many generations of 

partial increments to achieve individuals with fitness approaching an optimum value. 

Each generation would involve the creation of new individuals created by crossovers 

and mutations with selection applied to remove the least fit.  

Genetic Programming - Genetic programming is a particular implementation of 

an evolutionary algorithm that rather than simply evolving data to find an optimal value, 

actually evolves logic in the form of programming code to optimally perform a task. The 

technique is not used here but has been referenced multiple times and merited a brief 

description. For further information, readers are advised to consult “Genetic 

Programming: On the Programming of Computers by Means of Natural Selection” by 

John Koza.140 

Figure 15 Simplistic Representation of Genetic Algorithm Concepts. A.) A simple fitness function. Individuals’ 
fitness scores equate to the function f(x)=-3x2+18x. Population members scores are designated on the graph with a 

redline descending to their genomic value (converted to decimal from binary). B.) Population individuals from 
Generation 1 and Generation 2. Chromosomes consist of 4 binary digit genes. C.) Example of crossover operation using 

individuals D and B to produce individual E as member of next generation (note - a mutation operation on an 
individual such as “A” could have achieved the same result).  
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Chapter 2 - Hypotheses 

2.1 Hypothesis 1 - An RNA three-way junction may form in trans across two 

separate RNA molecules and act to reinforce or even switch the active 

conformation of a functional RNA motif. 

Functional RNA elements with activity that is dependent on structural 

conformation are known to effect a variety of outcomes. Amongst these is the binding 

of an associated protein. An ability to modulate such activity with a secondary RNA 

implies that sequences could be designed to act as sensors for such secondary RNAs, 

which could be pathology associated ncRNAs. Whether these sensors represent  

diagnostics via an in vitro binding assay or possibly therapeutics by virtue of increasing 

the translation of an associated ORF, there are a number of potential applications that 

could be of enormous benefit.    

2.2 Hypothesis 2 - A genetic algorithm can be applied to automate the 

design of candidate sxRNA sequences for a given target that minimize or exclude 

prediction of off target activation. 

The design of sxRNA switches requires that a functional conformation occur as 

the result of a trans three-way junction forming with an intended target RNA. 

Additionally, the functional conformation should be absent without that RNA present. 

Manual design of test cases that did not consider off-target interactions have been 

tractable, if not trivial. The design of sxRNA switch sequences that seek to prevent off 

target activation is much more complicated. There are more than 2,000 human miRNA 

in miRbase. Changing sequence to avoid any one of these, may introduce possible 

interactions for a number of others. A process that accounts for this and is also 

extensible enough to eventually avoid incorporation of unintended repressive 

miRNA/siRNA sites, requires exploration of an enormous solution space. This type of 

sxRNA may easily exceed 109 candidate sequences that only represent potential 
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starting points for a switch design. It is fundamentally not feasible to enable such 

designs from a manual approach. 

Chapter 3 - Methods 

3.1 Plasmid transcription templates 

RNA molecules for experimentation may be procured via chemical synthesis, or 

alternatively, transcribed in vitro from a DNA template. At the time of this research, 

synthesis of RNA becomes increasingly error prone and prohibitively expensive as the 

length of the desired sequence increases beyond a few dozen bases. Correspondingly, 

most of the RNA referenced within this work was produced by transcription of a DNA 

template. Specifically, each template was made via the Gene Synthesis services of 

Genscript corporation, which they then subcloned into a pUC57 plasmid that could be 

grown in bacterial culture to required quantities. Sequences placed into the backbone 

included a promoter sequence for the T7 polymerase and a 3’ restriction enzyme site to 

be used in linearization of the plasmid allowing for run-off transcription termination.  

Design - The primary base template for the bulk of the sxRNA reporter-based 

work presented here was built up from a bare pUC57 vector via a series of gene 

synthesis sequences that were subcloned into successive plasmids. The result, 

“cmv_egfp_posHslCtrl” is depicted in figure 16. It includes a CMV promoter preceding 

the eGFP reporter ORF as well as a synthetic HDE site downstream of the histone stem 

loop to allow for cellular expression, though the plasmid is typically not used in that 

manner. The 3’ UTR region of the reporter gene is minimal and comprised primarily by 
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the HSL positive control sequence. That sequence is flanked by BamHI and EcoRV 

restriction sites allowing for HSL based sxRNA switches to be easily cloned in for testing.  

Figure 16 Base eGFP reporter plasmid for sxRNA testing. A) Graphic vector map showing key components of 
the plasmid. B.) BamHI to EcoRV defines cloning site for HSL based translational switches. EcoRV site is then used as 

the linearization point for run-off T7 transcription. 

Linearization and Purification - Digestion using the EcoRV restriction enzyme has 

served as the primary linearization method for sxRNA plasmid templates. EcoRV 

produces a blunt cut (see figure 17) which is suitable for T7 transcription with minimal 

unwanted additional template bases. A 3’ overhang cut leaves the least amount of 

additional template strand sequence but requires further “end polishing” to avoid 

random sequence additions by the T7 polymerase.141 All restriction enzymes used, 
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including EcoRV, were sourced from New England Biolabs and digestion reactions 

followed their standard protocols. Linearized reaction products were purified with the 

Qiagen QIAQuick® PCR Purification Kit. Purified plasmid was analyzed for concentration 

with spectrophotometer (NanoDrop or Denovix) and run on a 1% Agarose TAE gel to 

confirm digestion. 

Figure 17 Examples of T7 Compatible/Incompatible Restriction Enzyme Cuts – Only the 5’ overhang and 
Blunt cut types are applicable for linearization used to achieve “run-off transcription termination” of T7 polymerase. 

(Figure based on data from the New England Biolabs website)142 

3.2 T7 polymerase based in vitro transcription of RNA 

The DNA dependent RNA Polymerase from the T7 bacteriophage has high 

specificity for its promoter sequence143 and transcribes with both high efficiency and 

fidelity.144RNA sequences less than ~200 bases in length (i.e., standalone sxRNA 

switches) were produced with the Invitrogen MEGAshortscript® T7 Transcription kit 

using the recommended protocol with a 2-hour incubation at 37°C. These RNAs were 

then purified by acid phenol chloroform isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol 

precipitation. 

Synthetic mRNA sequences (controls and sxRNA reporters), unless otherwise 

noted, were made with the Invitrogen MEGAscript® T7 Transcription kit using the 

recommended protocol with a 2-hour incubation at 37°C followed by purification with 

the Ambion MEGAclear® Transcription Clean-up Kit (silica column based). Concentration 
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of purified message was measure by spectrophotometry. 60 ug batches of purified 

mRNA were then capped using the Cellscript ScriptCap m7g Capping System following 

the recommended protocol with a 1-hour incubation at 37 °C followed by another 

purification via a MEGAclear Kit. 

3.3 EMSA of sxRNA Switches 

HSL/SLBP - Individual and mixed samples of 500 ng trigger RNA (synthesized by 

Trilink) and 1 ug sxRNA (produced by in vitro T7 transcription) were heated to 85 °C in 

40 uL volume of 1x NT2 buffer, then allowed to slow cool (5 minutes benchtop). 

Volumes were then brought to 50 uL, retaining 1x NT2 concentration, adding 10 units of 

RNaseOUT™, and brought to 1 mM DTT. 1.25 ug of Recombinant SLBP were added 

where noted. All samples were incubated at room temperature for 1-hour, mixed with 

native loading dye, and run on a native 8% polyacrylamide TB gel with 1x TB buffer for 

1hr at 100 volts. Gel was stained with SYBR® Gold. 

MS2 Motif/MS2 Capsid Protein - Individual and mixed samples of 500 ng trigger 

RNA (synthesized by Trilink) and 1 ug sxRNA (produced by in vitro T7 transcription) were 

heated at 85-90 °C for 5 minutes in ~3 mM MgCl2. Samples were allowed to slow cool (5 

minutes benchtop). Volumes were brought to 50 uL total and 1x NT2 concentration with 

40 Units of RiboLock™ and 1 ug of recombinant MS2 capsid protein where applicable. All 

samples incubated at room temperature for 1-hour, mixed with native loading dye, and 

run on 8% polyacrylamide TBE gel with .5X TBE buffer at 80V in cold room until Orange 

G band is at bottom of gel. Gels were stained with SYBR® Gold. 

3.4 Filter binding assay for sxRNA Switches 

B1-b sxRNA was biotin tagged with the Pierce™ RNA 3’ End Biotinylation Kit. 

300uL volume of master mix made consisting of .1666 uM biotin tagged B1-b RNA with 

.1666 X NT2 buffer and 500 Units of RiboLock. 40.5uM concentration of trigger T1 RNA 

was prepared and then serially diluted in 3-fold steps. 4.5uM concentration of 

recombinant SLBP was also prepared. Binding reactions consisted of 30uL of B1-b 
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master mix combined with 10uL of a T1 dilution and 10uL of the SLBP. Samples were left 

on benchtop for 1 hour then passed through a nitrocellulose membrane stacked on top 

of a Biodyne-B nylon membrane in a dot blot vacuum apparatus. Membranes were 

placed in UV crosslinker for 1 min and then processed with the Thermo Scientific 

Chemiluminescent Nucleic Acid Detection Module Kit and imaged. 

3.5 Nucleofection® of sxRNA Reporters 

Testing sxRNA in cells requires delivery of ectopic, synthetically produced RNA to 

those cells. Early attempts at transfection with Lipofectamine™ reagent were 

unsuccessful, perhaps due to effects similar to those reported for liposomal based 

mRNA transfection.145 Electroporation had previously been used to successfully test 

histone stem loop (basis for sxRNA translational switches) terminated mRNAs by the 

Marzluff lab.146 Nucleofection® is an electroporation based technology introduced by 

Amaxa and currently owned by Lonza Corporation, that couples specific electric pulse 

parameters with special buffers for a range of particular cell types. The technology also 

makes it possible to test a variety of conditions to optimize for novel cell types. 

Luciferase - HH514-16 cells and LCL (lymphoblastoid cell lines) were transfected 

with sxRNA as previously described40. Briefly, sxRNA material was introduced into 1× 

106 cells by nucleofection using an Amaxa Nucleofector II41, cells were harvested 4 to 6 

hours later, and assayed in triplicate for luciferase expression using a FLUOstar Optima 

plate reader (BMG Labtech). For HSL mutation analysis studies, HH514-16 cells and LCL 

were subcultured at 3×105 cells/ml and 5×105 cells/ml, respectively 24h prior to 

transfection and washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). sxRNA was 

introduced into 1× 106 cells in 100 μl of electroporation solution (Ingenio 

electroporation solution, catalog number MIR 50117; Mirus Bio). Cells were 

electroporated using an Amaxa Nucleofector II (A024 program) and then diluted to 3× 

105 cells/ml in complete RPMI 1640. Cells were harvested 6 hours later and assayed in 

triplicate for luciferase expression using a Lumat LB 9507 (Berthold Technologies). 
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Fluorescent Protein Expression - Fluorescent reporter sxRNA samples of 1ug 

were nucleofected with and without 500ng or synthetic trigger in 5x105 HeLa cells with a 

Lonza 4D Nucleofector using the CN114 shock protocol and SE buffer. Cells were 

incubated for 5hours post nucleofection at 37 °C and 5% CO2 before analysis via flow 

cytometry. 

3.6 Flow Cytometry 

Fluorescent sxRNA reporter experiments were analyzed by the NeuraCell flow 

cytometry core (One Discovery Drive, Rensselaer, NY 12144) using a BD FACsaria flow 

cytometer. Results were presented by core facility as summaries from FACSDiva Version 

6.1.3. For eGFP, signal in the FITC-A channel for the first gate (all events not eliminated 

by forward scatter / side scatter filtering) was used for analysis. 

3.7 RNA Secondary Structure Prediction 

Predictions for minimum free energy (MFE) secondary structures of RNA 

sequences were performed using RNAfold (for single sequences) and RNAcofold (for two 

sequences together), both components of the ViennaRNA Package.147  

Chapter 4 - Informatic Predictions of Potential Naturally 

Occurring sxRNAs 

The initial sxRNA hypothesis led to the speculation that, if it was a viable 

mechanism, examples might exist and be discoverable in natural systems. Given the 

lab’s familiarity with the histone stem loop, its well-defined motif and occurrence in a 

predictable set of mRNAs it was chosen as the first structural motif to be interrogated in 

a bioinformatic search for potential naturally occurring sxRNA three-way junctions. 

Respectively, the well curated collection of micro RNAs catalogued in MirBase148 were 

chosen as the set of possible trans-acting ncRNAs to examine. At the time of this early 

investigation, MirBase had on the order of 2,000 human miRNAs represented in its 

database and we had collected approximately 50 human histone mRNA sequences from 
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NCBI’s nucleotide database. Manually folding and inspecting the resulting 100,000 

combinations for signs of the hypothesized three-way junction was not deemed a viable 

option.  

A rudimentary initial approach was undertaken that involved removing the HSL 

sequence comprising the stem and loop portion from each respective mRNA while 

keeping track of the position it occupied. The miRanda149 miRNA target prediction 

software was then used with the collection of human miRNAs and these modified 

sequences. The results were programmatically parsed to find examples where miRanda 

predicted a target site for a specific miRNA that spanned the HSL excision point in a 

particular mRNA. These combinations, albeit with the original unaltered mRNA 

sequence, were then manually folded and examined for the anticipated interaction, 

leading to a few prospective cases such as that illustrated in figure 18. 

Figure 18 The First Predicted Trans-3WJ: For a naturally occurring HSL and 3’UTR flanking sequence versus 
hsa-miR-363* 
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This method was deemed insufficient for a robust search. Among other issues, it 

applied a tool whose targeting rules were based on empirically confirmed repressive 

miRNA interactions and assigned penalties for characteristics common to three-way 

junctions (i.e., unpaired bulge regions). It was later replaced with a multithreaded Java 

program150 that automated the invocation of RNAcofold on all combinations of miRNA 

and mRNA (for both full length mRNA and also for a small window around the motif to 

look for interactions that might not be identified in a longer MFE fold prediction) and 

programmatically examined the resulting dot parentheses output (see figure 19).  

Figure 19 Informatic 
approach and pipeline for 
identifying trans 3-way 
junctions. (A) The PatSearch 
program151 is used to identify a 
subset of mRNAs from Refseq152 
that contain a defined motif. 
Motif location within each 
mRNA is retained. (B) Each 
motif (shown in green) 
containing mRNA (here a single 
representative, “x,” is shown) is 
run through RNAcofold vs. each 
ncRNA in query set (e.g., 
“MirBase”153) for both whole 
message as well as a ±25 b 
sequence window surrounding 
motif. (C) Each resulting 
minimum free energy (MFE) 
fold’s (here a single example 
fold with ncRNA, “y,” is shown) 
dot-bracket output was parsed 
using the known location of the 
motif to i. ascertain if motif 
structure is present (again, in 
green), ii. determine if the 
ncRNA (shown in red) 
hybridizes across the motif’s 
base, iii. then, if both these 
conditions are met, to identify 
positions defining critical 
segments for scoring the 

sxRNA. These positions are denoted by colored dots below corresponding dot-bracket characters. Purple dots denote 
bottom bases of motif stem. Blue dots denote first mRNA base hybridized to ncRNA 5’ and 3’ of the motif. Orange dots 
denote last mRNA bases hybridized to ncRNA 5’ and 3’ of motif (where “first” and “last” are relative to distance from 
motif base). The green dots denote the ncRNA bases paired with the blue dot mRNA bases. (D) The secondary structure 
described by the dot-bracket notation is shown. Colored dots identified in previous section are shown at their 
corresponding base positions. The segments they define can be easily identified in this format. Segments between purple 
and blue dots define the mRNA side junction regions. Segment between green dots defines the ncRNA side junction 
region. Segments between blue and orange dots define extent of 5’ and 3’ helices on mRNA side. 
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The bioinformatic search found numerous instances where a predicted three-

way junction resulted from a microRNA and the motif of interest in messenger RNAs. 

Figure 20 shows the HSL consensus, an example of an HSL pre-mRNA predicted to form 

a three-way junction in cis, and a variety of predicted trans three-way junctions. 

Figure 20 Examples of predicted HSL-sxRNA structures depicted using RNAcofold. (A) The consensus HSL. (B) 
The pre-processed HSL sequence containing the histone downstream element sequence predicted to form a cis three-

way junction structure that is similar to the hypothesized trans sxRNA (Zhang et al., 2012).154 (C–E) Representative 
predicted HSL-sxRNA structures for miR-4739, miR-1275, and miR-4298. Three representative miRNAs (miR-4739, miR-

1275, and miR-4298) potentially interact with multiple histone mRNAs, all of which form a conspicuously similar 
potential 3-way junction sxRNA structure. (Figure taken from Doyle and Tenenbaum, Trans-regulation of RNA-binding 

protein motifs by microRNA)155 
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Figure 21 Potential of sxRNA Targeting to Affect Alternative Splicing. The incorporation of an alternatively 
spliced exon immediately 3' of the base of the IRE stem (noted by blue asterisks and arrows) in ALAS2 mRNA transcript 
variants alters which miRNA is predicted to interact (variant “A” uses RefSeq Accession NM_001037968 and “B” uses 

NM_001037967). This particular sxRNA prediction suggests the possibility that sxRNA targeting could influence 
splicing and/or be spliceform dependent in effecting post-transcriptional regulation. Note: The IRE, and genomic exons 

and introns are not depicted to scale. (Figure taken from Doyle and Tenenbaum, Trans-regulation of RNA-binding 
protein motifs by microRNA)156 

Figure 21 shows predicted trans three-way junctions for two different miRNA 

each targeting a different spliceform of the same Iron Responsive Element containing 

gene. Notably, both miRNAs are predicted to bind across the splice junction 

immediately proximal to the IRE motif.  
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Definitive experimental evidence for the predicted natural sxRNA interactions 

actually occurring has yet to be produced. However, certain instances of these 

predictions hint at something more than random chance. An example is the predicted 

ALAS2 IRE and mir-378c interaction depicted in figure 21. Mir-378c levels have been 

shown to respond to iron treatment157. High levels of mir-378a (a mir-378 family 

member with similar potential for interaction) is associated with the intermediate stage 

of erythropoiesis158, a process in which heme synthesis and therefore ALAS2 are vital.159 

While not evidence that this prediction is biologically authentic, the existing relationship 

between the miRNA family and the biological processes of iron metabolism and 

erythropoiesis/heme biosynthesis are suggestive enough that further investigation 

would not be unwarranted. 

Chapter 5 - Design and In Vitro Binding Tests of Synthetic 

sxRNA Switches 

5.2 Design Approach 

Having discovered a number of possible naturally occurring three-way junctions 

predicted as forming between histone stem loop motifs and microRNA sequences, it 

was decided to attempt the create artificial versions. The desire was to engineer a 

three-way junction based sxRNA switch that would be turned “on” by the presence of a 

targeted trigger miRNA. Therefore, making the off state truly “off” factored into the 

design considerations and led to the concept of a “destabilizing sequence” (see figure 

22) that would preferentially bind to and disrupt the functional motif without the

presence of the trigger miRNA. Figure 22 also depicts an “isolation sequence”. This is 

intended as optional, “inert” spacer sequence for sxRNAs being integrated into a 

reporter gene as translational switches, with the intent of minimizing the potential for 

them to interact with the additional neighboring sequence.  
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 Figure 22 sxRNA Design Schematic. (a) Consensus sequence for the human histone stem-loop (HSL) motif. 
(b) A generic 3WJ sxRNA is depicted detailing various constituent parts. S1 (“strand 1”, in red) denotes the targeted, 

trans activating “trigger” ncRNA. S2 denotes the engineered sxRNA “bait” sequence. (c) The same sequences from (b) 
are depicted detailing various constituent parts. P1-P3 represents the “paired regions” constituting the three helices of 
the 3WJ. P3 is the reinforced sxRNA stem of the switched functional structure (shown in green). J1-J3 are the unpaired 
“junction regions” of the 3WJ. (d) Purple asterisk and arrows point to optional non-canonical base pairs, which may be 

introduced at various positions to weaken structure in absence of S1. D1-D2 denotes optional “destabilizing” 
sequences that may be introduced to promote alternative conformations in absence of S1. I1-I2 denotes optional 

“isolation” sequences that may be introduced to prevent switch regions from interacting with the surrounding RNA 
sequence. 

Figure 23 shows EMSA gel results for two histone stem loop based sxRNA 

sequences tested with and without their trigger RNAs. The sxRNA in panel A does not 

include a destabilizing sequence and the band representing a protein mediated shift for 

sxRNA with trigger (see lane 6) does not seem radically increased from that of sxRNA 

without trigger (see lane 4). This is in contrast to the sxRNA switch in panel B that does 

include a destabilizing sequence. In this case, the sxRNA without trigger displays no 

identifiable shift band in the presence of protein (see lane 4) whereas sxRNA with 

trigger displays a substantial shift (see lane 6). 
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5.2 HSL 

 

Figure 23 SLBP-EMSA of sxRNA bait and trigger. sxRNA B-1a or B-1b bait 1μg (~80 and 60 pmol, 
respectively), trigger (500 ng, ~60 pmol) and combination were incubated with and without 1.25μg (~37 pmol) 

recombinant stem-loop binding protein (SLBP), mixed with native loading dye and run on a native 8% polyacrylamide 
TB gel. (a) Lane (1) T-1, (2) T-1+ SLBP, (3) B-1a, (4) B-1a+ SLBP, (5) B-1a+ T-1, (6) B-1a+ T-1+ SLBP (b) Lane (1) T-1, (2) T-

1+ SLBP, (3) B-1b, (4) B-1b+ SLBP, (5) B-1b+ T-1, (6) B-1b+ T-1+ SLBP. 
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Figure 24 Filter Binding Assay for sxRNA Biotinylated sxRNA (B1-b) A) Constant .1uM biotinylated B1-b and 
.9uM SLBP protein incubated in 50uL reactions with serial dilutions of T-1 trigger RNA. Reaction contents were vacuum 
filtered through a sandwich of nitrocellulose(top) and Biodyne-B(bottom) membranes on a dot blot apparatus. 
Membranes were subjected to UV for 1 minute and then processed with the Thermo Scientific Chemiluminescent 
Detection kit and imaged. A biotinylated IRE construct was used as a non-reaction positive control. B) Densitometric 
reading were taken using ImageJ and for each pair of dots corresponding to a single binding reaction, value for signal 
on nitrocellulose (protein bound B1-b) was divided by sum of signal for both membrane dots of that reaction. Values 
were entered into Excel and plotted. A logarithmic trendline was computed and formula is displayed on plot with the 
associated coefficient of determination. 

Figure 24 shows filter binding data with trigger titration for the same construct 

tested by EMSA in Figure 23-B. The samples were incubated similarly as in the EMSA but 

then passed through a sandwich of nitrocellulose and positively charged nylon 

membrane via a vacuum dot blot apparatus. Protein (and RNA bound to it) is expected 

to be retained on the nitrocellulose membrane while unbound RNA will pass through 

and be bound by the nylon membrane. A clear increase in protein bound sxRNA is seen 
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as trigger RNA amount increases.  General adoption of this non-radiolabeled technique 

has been hampered by inconsistencies with biotin tagging efficiency and post filtering 

membrane processing for luminescence detection. 

5.3 MS2 

Figure 25 MS2-EMSA of sxRNA bait and trigger. sxRNA B-8a or B-9a bait 1μg (~50 pmol), trigger (500 ng, 
~60 pmol) and combination were incubated with and without 1μg (~60 pmol) recombinant MS2 capsid protein 

V75E;A81G  mutant, mixed with native loading dye and run on a native 8% polyacrylamide TBE gel. Lane (1) T-1*, (2) 
B-8a, (3) B-8a + MS2 protein, (4) B-8a + T-1*, (5) B-8a + T-1* + MS2 protein, (6) B-9a, (7) B-9a + MS2 protein, (8) B-9a + 

T-1*, (9) B-9a + T-1* + MS2 protein (Gel Data produced by collaborator, Dr. Nicole Shakerly) 

Figure 25 shows EMSA gel results for two MS2 binding motif based sxRNA 

sequences tested with and without their trigger RNAs. Both show increased MS2 protein 

mediated shifts with addition of trigger (lane 5 vs 3 and 9 vs 7). 
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Chapter 6 - Design and In Vitro Cellular Testing of Synthetic 

sxRNA HSL Switch Reporters 

SxRNA switches behaved as intended during simple in vitro binding tests using 

isolated switch sequence and synthetic analog sequence for targeted miRNA (i.e., 

strictly RNA, no RISC complex associated). Using HSL based switches, the ability of an 

sxRNA to activate translation of an attached reporter gene was also tested. Initially, this 

was performed by co-nucleofecting sxRNA with an ectopic trigger analog. Working with 

a collaborator that specialized in Epstein Barr Virus, we were able to design an HSL 

based sxRNA against the ebv-miR-bart10-3p miRNA. This miRNA was encoded on a 

genome segment missing from a deletion strain of the virus and was shown to express 

at unusually high levels in the non-deletion strain.160  

6.1 Ectopic triggers 

Figure 26 Average eGFP intensity for sxRNA B-1a through B-1f in HeLa cells. Red bars are samples co-
nucleofected with targeted trigger sequence. Note, reporter B1-a, a canonical Histone Stem Loop without destabilizing 
sequence shows reduced signal in the presence of trigger. This in combination with the low maximum “on signal” from 
this cohort of switches may indicate a less than optimal 3WJ conformation for HSL/SLBP binding (Sequences designed 
by Francis Doyle. RNA preparation performed by Francis Doyle and Zachary Wurz. Nucleofection and Flow Cytometry 

performed by Zachary Wurz) 

Figure 26 shows the results from a set of 6 replicate experiments on a set of 

sxRNAs tested with and without co-nucleofected analog trigger. Each replicate used a 
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separately transcribed and 5’ capped mRNA and were performed on separate dates 

with separate batches of HeLa cells. The sxRNA switches tested here were originally 

described in Doyle et al., Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA (sxRNA).161 In that 

manuscript, the data for these sxRNA was based on having incorporated them into a 

luciferase reporter and consisted only of technical replicates with substantial variation 

and without a baseline HSL control. Here, the sxRNA switch reporters show some minor 

changes in activity between variations with the exception of the BR-1a (note, “BR” was 

used to designate sxRNA “bait reporter” versus stand alone “bait”) which, contrary to 

the other switches, decreases expression substantially in the presence of the trigger 

sequence. Though BR-1b through BR-1F show multiple fold increase in expression when 

trigger is present, none of these reporters achieve the level of expression of the positive 

control.  

Figure 27 shows the design of an sxRNA switch (B-5a) targeting the bart-10-3p 

(T5) sequence. Figure 28 presents the results of testing this sxRNA attached to a 

luciferase reporter (BR-5a) in cell lines with and without the endogenously expressed 

viral miRNA. In this case, there is a substantial fold increase of the sxRNA reporter in the 

T5 positive cell line that matches the level of the positive control. Figure 29 illustrates 

the design and testing of two variants of the B-5a switch that introduce mutations 

known to affect HSL to SLBP affinity162 while not substantively affecting secondary 

structure prediction for the switch. This experiment was motivated in response to 

manuscript reviewers positing the possibility that the increase in translation was not 

SLBP mediated but rather simply the result of having a strong structure at the 3’ 

terminal end. The resulting data implies that the effect is SLBP related. 
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6.2 Endogenous triggers 

 

Figure 27 B-5a sxRNA bait-reporter switch design and fold predictions. (a) Design of B-5a. A “switched” 
sxRNA sequence was designed to interact with trigger T-5 (shown in red). The incorporated HSL sequence is shown 
highlighted in green. Tis sxRNA includes a sequence intended to act as destabilizer (D2) and a sequence intended to 
isolate the sxRNA (I2) from preceding 5′ sequence (when in bait-reporter context). Prediction shows both these 
sequences combining to act as a single destabilizer in the “bait only” context (b) RNAfold prediction for the sequence 
without T-5, note absence of structured HSL motif. (c) RNAcofold prediction for sequence with T-5, showing reformed 
HSL structural motif. (Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA (sxRNA))163 
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Figure 28 Endogenous microRNA triggers sxRNA activity. Cell lines expressing or not expressing endogenous 
(EBV) microRNA trigger T-5 were tested for activity with BR-5a sxRNA. Control bait sequences were also used that 

were designed to have the HSL structure always formed (positive control) or never formed (negative control). 
Experiments were performed in triplicate and values were not normalized. A two-way (cell type, treatment) ANOVA 
was applied showing a significant effect for treatment, F (3, 16) = 1460, p < 0.001. Post hoc analysis was performed 
using Tukey’s HSD. Controls treatments did not differ significantly across cell types. BR-5a showed a significant (p = 
2.29e-14) increase in expression within cell type expressing T-5. Fold change for BR-5a across cell types ranged from 

8.6 (raw mean comparison) to 23.8 (after mock signal subtraction). (Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering 
Structurally Interacting RNA (sxRNA))164 
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Figure 29 Importance of HSL site for sxRNA activity. (a) BR-5a sxRNA shown with point mutations to the HSL 
known to reduce SLBP binding affinity165. BR-5b incorporates the single asterisk (*) noted mutation. BR-5c 

incorporates both the single asterisk (*) and double asterisks (**) notated mutations. Mutations showed no impact on 
RNAfold MFE structure predictions for the sxRNA when complexed with trigger and had ΔG changes of less than 7% 

compared to original BR-5a. (b) Experiments were performed and analyzed as described in Fig. 28. (Figure taken from 
Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA (sxRNA))166 

One of the limitations of Histone Stem Loop based sxRNA translational switches, 

is the reliance on a functional HSL for transcription end processing. This necessitates 

introduction to cells of synthetically produced mRNA rather than a plasmid capable of 
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producing sxRNA messages. This is due to the fact that transcription termination of 

these non-poly(A) tailed messages would require sxRNA activation of the HSL for SLBP 

attachment. Such activation would be dependent on presence of the targeted ncRNA in 

the nucleus and possibly also in the cytoplasm for later translational activation if either 

SLBP or ncRNA attachment at this early stage proved transient. In the case of cells that 

did not have the trigger present in the nucleus, such a plasmid would likely produce 

large amounts of garbage “run-on” transcripts that could potentially cause cellular 

distress. 

Chapter 7 - Design and Testing of an sxRNA Switch for the 

“Spinach” Aptamer 

Please note, author provided design strategy and initial designs in this section. 

Benchwork and design refinements were performed by co-authors on “FASTmiR: an RNA-

based sensor for in vitro quantification and live-cell localization of small RNAs”.167 

7.1 Fluorescent Protein Background  

Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), first identified by Shimomura et al 168 is 

responsible for the green lit appearance of the bioluminescent Aequorea Victoria 

jellyfish, whose photoprotein (aequorin) actually emits in the blue spectrum. GFP can be 

expressed in a variety of cell types, from bacterial through mammalian, while retaining 

its fundamental fluorescent property169. This standalone capability exists because 4-

hydroxybenzlidene imidazolinone (HBI), the chromophore in GFP, does not require 

secondary enzymes for formation, rather it is the result of an autocatalytic 

intramolecular cyclization of three residues (Ser65-Tyr66-Gly67). The fluor does require 

the remainder of the parent protein to function, as specific contacts between the HBI 

chromophore and the surrounding beta barrel structure of GFP are required for it to 

fluoresce.170,171  
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Using the SELEX technique, Paige et al172 developed RNA aptamers to bind a 

synthetic chromophore (3,5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone DFHBI) 

similar to that of GFP. They then manually selected for those that exhibited fluorescent 

characteristics in combination with the DFHBI. The lead candidate among these 

aptamers was termed “spinach”. The spinach aptamer was later adapted by its 

developers to include sequence for the Escherichia coli thiamine 5’-pyrophosphate (TPP) 

riboswitch such that, upon binding TPP, an otherwise labile spinach structure was 

stabilized and made functional, thereby creating a green fluorescent sensor for TPP. 

7.2 sxRNA Spinach Design Approach 

It was hypothesized that an sxRNA based approach could be implemented in a 

similar manner to what was done for TPP to modify spinach for use as a miRNA sensor. 

Rather than approaching the design of this version by integrating an sxRNA sequence at 

the open 5’/3’ terminal stem of the published aptamer sequence, we chose to close that 

portion of the molecule with an added loop sequence while “opening” the molecule at  

Figure 30 Spinach sxRNA Switch - A) Secondary structure of “spinach” as postulated in original 
manuscript.173 B) Design of the TPP riboswitch activated spinach aptamer published by You et al.174  C) General design 

approach for adaptation of the spinach aptamer to sense ncRNA using an integrated sxRNA switch. 
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the stem that had been successfully reinforced with the TPP riboswitch (see figure 30). 

The base form (without sxRNA integration) of this altered version of the Spinach 

aptamer was termed “modSpinach”. 

7.3 Plant miRNA Sensor 

Figure 31 FASTmiR171 can directly measure miR171 concentration in Arabidopsis total RNA extracts. (A) 
FASTmiR171 detected endogenous miR171 levels in a complex mixture of RNA in total RNA extracted from Arabidopsis 

flowers or leaves. FASTmiR171 sensor incubated with total flower RNA extracts showed significantly higher 
fluorescence intensity (pink) compared with FASTmiR171 incubated with leaf total RNA extracts (green) (n = 4). (B)  
Northern blot of 20 μg of total RNA extracts from Arabidopsis flowers and leaves. Similar to FASTmir171, northern 

blotting detected a higher level of miR171 in total flower RNA extracts compared to total leaf RNA extracts. 
Digoxigenin-labeled miR171-rc was used as the probe. U6 was used as loading control. Significance codes: ‘***’ for 

<0.001, ‘**’ for <0.01, ‘*’ for < 0.05. ‘NS’ for no significance. (Image adapted from Huang, et al.175, data produced by 
Kun Huang) 

A spinach aptamer based sxRNA, was created for miR-171, a sequence found in 

Arabidopsis flowers but not the leaves. This construct was termed FASTmiR171 by our 
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collaborators and used for in vitro testing with flower and leaf total RNA extracts (see 

figure 31-A). Extracts were also tested for miR171 levels by Northern blot (figure 31-B). 

Fluorescence intensity increased significantly in presence of miR171. 

7.4 Animal miRNA Sensor 

Figure 32 FASTmiR122 sensor localized miR122 and detects changes of miR122 in live mammalian cells. (A) 
The 6xFASTmiR122 sensor detected higher level of miR122 in nuclei and the cytosol of Huh7 cells (green, row 1). The 

empty vector (row 2) and non-transfected control (row 3) showed similar levels of background fluorescence. (B) 
Quantification of fluorescence in nuclei showed substantially stronger fluorescence intensity in Huh7 cells transfected 

with 6xFASTmiR122 sensors compared to the controls (n = 13). (C) HEK293T cells were transfected with the 
6xFASTmiR122 sensor and miR122 was expressed using a lentivirus delivery system. Fluorescence increased 1 hpi 
(hours post infection) and 5 hpi compared with 0 hpi and cells without the 6xFASTmiR122 sensor (non-transfected 

control). (D) Quantification of nucleus-localized signal for miR122-expressing HEK293T cells (n = 15). Scale bars = 5 μM 
for all images. Error bars show standard error. Significance codes: ‘***’ for <0.001, ‘**’ for <0.01, ‘*’ for < 0.05, ‘NS’ 

for no significance (n = 10). (Image adapted from Huang, et al.176, data produced by Kun Huang) 
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Figure 32 demonstrates the functionality of another spinach aptamer based 

sxRNA, FASTmiR122 designed against hsa-miR-122. Huh7 cells, known to produce miR-

122 showed significantly higher fluorescence compared to HEK293T (a miR122 negative 

line) cells. Additionally, HEK293T cells were transfected with a lentivirus in order to 

express miR122. Fluorescence increased significantly at post infection time points.  

Figure 33  OFF- and ON-states of FASTmiR122 and FASTmiR171. (A) The predicted structure of the 
FASTmiR122 OFF-state and the ON-state with the miR122 target. The OFF-state contains a disrupted base triple and 

G-quadruplex that forms two small hairpin structures (arrowheads). Free DFHBI (gray) cannot bind and fluoresce. The 
miR122 (green) binds and reconstitutes the functional structure, resulting in a re-formed modSpinach (right of black 

arrowheads) that can bind DFHBI and then fluorescence. The FASTmiR122 ON-state bound by miR122 is favored 
thermodynamically (MFE = −52.90 kcal/mol) compared to the unbound OFF-state (MFE = −31.10 kcal/mol. G binding 

=−21.81 kcal/mol). (B) The predicted structure of the FASTmiR171 OFF-state and the ON-state with the miR171 target. 
The G-quadruplex of the OFF-state is disrupted by one hairpin structure and one paired region (arrowheads). The OFF 
sequence has two toe-hold-like regions where the miR171 (green) can enter, bind and open the OFF-state structure. 
The FASTmiR sensor then switches to the ON-state that has a reformed modSpinach (right of arrowhead) that can 

fluoresce. The FASTmiR171 ON-state bound by miR171 is favored thermodynamically (MFE = 57.10 kcal/mol) 
compared to the unbound OFF-state (MFE =−29.7 kcal/mol. G binding= −25.14 kcal/mol). The OFF states in A and B 

are drawn based on predicted structure from Vienna RNA secondary structure server. MFE and G binding were 
calculated using Vienna RNAfold and RNAcofold (version 2.1.1). The ON-states in A and B are drawn according to 

Huang et al.177 (Image adapted from Huang, et al.178, data produced by Kun Huang) 
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Choosing to integrate the sxRNA in a manner that reinforced the same stem as 

the TPP riboswitch had, was a potentially critical decision. The true functional structure 

(see figure 33-A and B lower) of spinach was later elucidated by another group179 

showing that a G-quadruplex region is responsible for fluorescence and that what was 

depicted as “Stem I” in the originally proposed model of the aptamer was part of a 

longer paired region. Therefore, incorporating an sxRNA at this point may not have 

sufficiently weakened/disrupted the active conformation to induce an “off” state absent 

the presence of the targeted trigger. 

More than simply showing that the “Spinach ‘GFP mimic’” could be activated by 

sxRNA, this project served as the first proof of principle test case demonstrating that 

sxRNA could be used to activate any RNA aptamer.  

Chapter 8 - Design and Testing of a Novel, Indirect sxRNA  

8.1 Issues with Direct Three-Way Junction sxRNAs 

While translational sxRNA candidates with destabilizing components have been 

shown to exhibit multiple fold increases in expression when combined with their 

intended trigger, an opposite effect has been noted for some related switches without 

this segment. Additionally, we have noted a substantial difference in overall expression 

between many HSL based sxRNA reporters and the HSL positive control used as a 

baseline comparison, with the sxRNA switches only achieving a fraction of the control’s 

expression when “on”. The simplest explanation for this effect may be that the 3-way 

junction created by the sxRNA switch/trigger combination presents the HSL motif in a 

less than optimal conformation for SLBP binding (figure 34 illustrates the ideal sxRNA 

“on-state” as well as two potential sub-optimal scenarios). The suboptimal state would 

still provide a more favorable conformation for RBP binding than a destabilizer induced 

“off-state” yet fall substantially short of ideal binding conditions. 
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Figure 34 Potential Issues With sxRNA 3WJ RBP Interaction. (A) Idealized representation of an RNA binding 
protein in proximity to its target RNA binding motif, then making optimal contact including sequence flanking the base 

of the motif stem loop (B) Similar to panel (A), a depiction of optimal contact for the same motif whilst constituting 
part of an RNA 3WJ (C) A depiction of a tertiary interaction (blue line) disrupting position of bases in the 5’ flank and 

inhibiting optimal contact (D) A depiction of the 3WJ forming in a manner that one of the non-motif bearing helices is 
oriented in a position that sterically hinders protein access to the RNA binding motif. 

8.2 Design of an Indirect Three-Way Junction sxRNA 

This possible explanation inspired the idea of moving the sxRNA 3WJ away from 

the RBP binding motif being manipulated. The actual implementation of this approach 

was inspired by our positive control histone stem loop. The sequence that has been 

used for our positive control HSL was developed a number of years ago using an early, 

rudimentary GA whose fitness criteria was based solely on reducing any predicted 

interactions, reinforcing, or disrupting of the HSL structure, with the known catalog of 

human miRNA sequences. The intent was to produce a control sequence that could 

produce a reliable baseline in various cell types by reacting minimally with their miRNA 

profile. The resulting sequence, when folded, showed the HSL structure with a larger 5’ 

adjacent stem loop (figure 35-A). For a miRNA to bind across the flanks of the HSL, it 

would need to disrupt the neighboring stem loop in a manner that would not be 

energetically favorable. Additionally, disruptive miRNA binding to the HSL sequence  

itself was reduced by a selection of nucleotides that met the metazoan consensus while 

avoiding complementarity to known miRNAs. Beyond the concern of miRNA interaction, 
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the presence of such an energetically favorable structure 5’ of the HSL conceivably 

isolated and stabilized that structure (from the rest of an encapsulating mRNA) by 

reducing the potential for its sequence to sample non-RBP binding conformations. 

The potential of this last noted effect was the basis for an attempt at engineering 

a trans 3WJ that did not directly include the structure being switched. The concept was 

to take the positive control model and alter the 5’ stem loop such that it had some 

sequence complementarity to the HSL. In this manner, it would be energetically 

favorable for the neighboring sequence to disrupt, rather than isolate and stabilize the 

HSL, except when a reinforcing trans 3WJ is formed that stabilizes the 5’ structure, and 

by doing so, indirectly stabilizes the HSL. 

 

Figure 35 A New Class of sxRNA 3WJ Switch. (A) Beginning with the HSL Positive Control as an example, the 
stabilizing loop sequence (blue) is changed (B) to include sequence (orange) complementary to some portion (orange) 
of the functional RNA structure (green). In this respect, what was a stabilizing loop becomes a destabilizing sequence 
(C) that is predicted to form an alternative structure to both original stem loops (D) The presence of the trigger RNA 

(red) creates an energetically favorable 3WJ reinforced stem loop upstream which in turn isolates and promotes 
formation of the downstream functional structure 
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Figure 36 presents preliminary data for the new category of switch. With the 

caveat that it represents a single test, the new switch appears to display a higher 

maximum signal than the previous sxRNAs designed against this trigger. 

The increase in overall expression achieved by the indirect switch (while 

retaining a similar fold change increase as the direct sxRNAs) is suggestive, though not 

definitive proof, that the hypothesis detailed in figure 34 may be correct. However, a 

Figure 36 Initial test of an indirect sxRNA switch. Sx5 is a previously tested direct sxRNA. 
Sx16 is the first in class of the indirect sxRNA switches. Note, the fold change increase from off-
state with introduction of trigger is similar for both switches, however the maximum expression 
level appears substantially higher for the new switch type.(Sequences designed by Francis Doyle, 

data produced by Zachary Wurz) 
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contradicting point is the EMSA data achieved for the stand alone sxRNA switches 

without reporter sequence. The same sxRNA switch sequence (BR-1a) that shows 

decreased expression with trigger in the translational assay, does not appear to show 

reduced binding with trigger in the EMSA. On the contrary, it could be argued that some 

increase in binding is evident. An explanation for this disparity could be that the  

 three-way junction isn’t inhibiting SLBP binding to the HSL but may instead be 

introducing some hindrance between SLBP and its interactions with other proteins (e.g., 

eIF4G, etc.) needed to promote mRNA circularization for translational enhancement in 

the cellular context. That scenario is subtly different from the notion of a sub-optimal 

HSL/SLBP interaction but theoretically, could also benefit from moving the three-way 

junction away from the sequence immediately proximal to the HSL. 

Chapter 9 - Design, Programming and Testing of a Genetic 

Algorithm to Design sxRNA Switches 

9.1 Previous sxRNA Design Approach and Limitations 

The initial sxRNA switch was designed manually by taking one of the natural 

predictions (specifically hsa-miR-363* and NM_001005464.2) and altering sequence to 

create a similar three-way junction with a novel target (XLA-miR-427) plus an additional 

destabilizing sequence and a GU pair at base of the HSL stem. This first synthetically 

designed switch was placed in the 3’ UTR of a luciferase reporter and tested with 

ectopic miR-427 analog sequence. The results (data not shown) indicated a multi-fold 

increase in translation of the luciferase reporter when heated and cooled with trigger 

RNA prior to electroporation into cells. Based on this success, most sxRNA switches to 

date have been designed to be structurally similar to it by using a simple text editor with 

a monospace font, positioning the desired motif sequence above a reversed trigger 

sequence, and adding complementary flanking bases and a destabilizing sequence 

(usually complementary to some portion of the motif). The secondary structure 
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prediction of the switch by itself versus with the trigger are compared looking for the 

desired three-way junction and motif structure in the latter and absence of the motif 

structure in the former. Changes to the sxRNA sequence are made as needed until this 

condition is met.  

Figure 37 sxRNA Combinatorial Complexity - A) Previously described schematic of an sxRNA 3WJ B) Using a 
hypothetical functional consensus (green) and not allowing for non-canonical base pairs there are 216 possible 

sequences that match this consensus (Y= T/C, H = A/C/T) 3 Y(R bases are constrained by corresponding canonical base 
pairing requirement) positions equates to 23 combinations and 3 H positions to 33 or 8*27=216. If we require the 

junction regions to be 0..4 of any nucleotide bases, the possible number of sequences for J2 or J3 are 44 + 43 + 42 + 41 + 
1 = 341. The total number of possible sequences that this panel represents is 341*216*341 = 25,116,696. C) The 

flanking sequences that form P1 and P2 in panel A) determine the size of J1 and where the 3WJ will form in relation to 
the trigger (here shown as 22 bases in red) and are constrained to trigger sequence complementarity. Limiting to 

canonical base pairing, not allowing for mismatches or bulges, requiring P1 and P2 >= 4bp and allowing J1 size to be 
0..4 (n=5 possibilities) we end up with 65 possible sequences surrounding the sequence from panel B). With all the 

constraints in place this still allows for 1,632,585,240 possible sequences (25,116,696 * 65) to form the non-switched 
starting point of this simplified example sxRNA 3WJ. 

The manual design process is slow and is also fundamentally unable to consider 

other ncRNAs that may be present in the target environment (whether to avoid or favor 
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interactions with them). There are a staggering number of potential three-way junction 

designs for any given sxRNA bait targeting a particular trigger, as illustrated in figure 37. 

The 1,632,585,240 possible combinations in that depiction are tightly constrained and 

do not introduce any mismatches, insertions, deletions, destabilizing sequence or even 

GU pairings that would be needed to facilitate a basic switch, let alone one with 

minimized off target interactions. These are just starting points for a potential switch.  

An automated programmatic process for examining a candidate sxRNA bait 

sequence with intended trigger plus a list of other ncRNAs for both fold results and 

siRNA type interactions currently takes approximately 5 seconds to complete. Iteratively 

examining a single switch design for each of the three-way junction combinations 

described would take approximately 258 years on a single processor machine. The 

number of potential switches (when you loosen the described constraints and account 

for destabilizing sequence) for any of the combinations is also quite large and would 

increase candidate number and time multiplicatively. It is therefore not feasible to solve 

the problem via an iterative and exhaustive process with an intent to test each possible 

switch sequence. Instead, a genetic algorithm approach to this problem was proposed. 

9.2 Development of the Genetic Algorithm 

The first step in the development of a genetic algorithm to produce evolved 

sxRNA switches was the design and creation of a general architecture for the genetic 

algorithm implementation. This architecture was developed in the Java programming 

language and exposes an application programming interface (API) for extending base 

classes as needed for specific purposes. This architecture will allow for subsequent 

applications of the GA approach (e.g., for codon optimization, etc.) with a minimum of 

additional programming. A partial UML diagram is shown in figure 38 with the core 

classes and interfaces of the API as well as the classes that extend or implement them 

for the sxRNA producing GA. 
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The API library implements the generic architecture for the GA in an object-

oriented manner. Most of the essential logic illustrated in figure 39 is called from the 

evolve() method (*please note, as described earlier in this document, references to Java 

classes, interfaces or their methods will be bolded and italicized to make clear what the 

term represents) in the PopulationWrapper class (see fig 38) and is implemented in the 

base API code. The most notable exception to this is the fitness scoring, which must be 

specific for each application. Individuals being scored, as well as their genes are also 

application specific and must be extended from abstract base classes. Though the base 

library code cannot implement the fitness scoring, it does handle making the call to 

score() on a class implementing the FitnessAlgorithm interface that has been registered 

with the Environment class. The Environment class is a central source of global settings 

and resources used by the genetic algorithm. 

The code has been designed to automate multithreading (i.e., utilizing parallel 

processing on a multicore system) as an option. The most resource intensive portion of 

any significant implementation is assured to be the fitness scoring process. If the 

allowMultiThreading attribute in the Environment class is set to true, an instance of a 

ScoringThreadPool class is created and filled with as many ScoringThreads as there are 

processors on the executing hardware. When new population members need to be 

evaluated for fitness scores, they are passed to available threads which pass them to the 

FitnessAlgorithm score() method. Once an individual is scored, the thread marks itself 

as available and awaits another task. The ScoringThreadPool maintains a watch over the 

individual threads and any that have not completed a scoring task in some set time limit 

(configurable within Environment) are destroyed and replaced with new threads. Note, 

it is incumbent on the application developer to ensure their FitnessAlgorithm score() 

method is written in a thread safe manner if they are to use this functionality. A current 

version of the program takes about 5 to 6 hours to process 100 generations using all of 

32 processing cores on a Linux workstation. Without the multithreading capability, this 

would take about a week to complete. 
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Figure 38 Partial System UML Diagram – sxRNA application specific classes noted with red asterisk 
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The library’s PopulationWrapper class uses a separate application-level class 

that implements the IndividualFactory interface to obtain new population members 

(object instances of “Individual”) without requiring alteration of its own code for such 

future applications. Values set in the Environment class determine how large the initial 

population is, how many new Individuals to create per generation, how many offspring 

and mutants can be produced in a generation and how large the population should be 

allowed to get (each generation, after sorting population members by fitness, the least 

fit are removed, as needed, to maintain this maximum size).  

The abstract Individual class includes an ArrayList of Gene objects that constitute 

the chromosome for a population member. The Individual class exposes a 

mate(Individual) method with logic for implementing a crossover operation with a 

parameter passed Individual. Locations for crossover (Gene ArrayList pointers) can be 

set as an integer array in the manner desired by the extending application, or the base 

library will choose randomly for each mating. The Individual class also specifies a 

mutate(double) method where the argument specifies the severity of mutation as a 

value from 0.0 to 1.0. During each call to evolve() (i.e., “a generation”), a random value 

between 0 and maximum_mutation_severity (a configurable attribute set in the 

Environment) is chosen and used as the current generation’s mutation severity. This is 

then used as a factor for determining how many mutants will be created and also as the 

probability for each gene in a prospective mutant undergoing a mutation. Note, existing 

population members that are chosen for mutation are cloned as a new distinct 

individual and the clone is then mutated, rather than having the system alter the 

existing individual, and potentially lose a highly fit candidate.  

The sxRNA producing application extends the abstract Individual class with 

SxRNAIndividual. Instances of this class represent potential sxRNA switches as 

population members. The phenotype of an SxRNAIndividual instance is a text string 

representing a particular RNA sequence in FASTA code as represented by a list of 

RibonucleotideGene objects. Within that list, a fixed contiguous segment should 
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correspond to the motif portion. Given the potential for insertion and/or deletion 

representation, the actual position of the motif sequence in the resulting FASTA code 

can differ from the position in the gene array that codes for it (this is explained by how 

such events are represented in the application’s RibonucleotideGene design) and is 

calculated and maintained as an attribute per instance as that info will be needed by the 

fitness scoring code. 

The API’s abstract Gene class is extended for the application by 

RibonucleotideGene. Instances of this class can represent any of the RNA FASTA codes 

with one chosen nucleotide symbol from an array of those possible based on how 

abstract the code being represented by a specific gene object is. As an example, the 

FASTA code ‘N’ represents “any” RNA base, so the array of possible nucleotide symbols 

(alleles) for a gene representing it would include those for all four major ribonucleotides 

(‘A’,’C’,’G’ and ‘U’) as available options with one chosen at random when that gene is 

initialized. Additionally, the RibonucleotideGene class has the selectable choice to 

include “blank” (i.e., whitespace) as an available allele for any instance, so even a gene 

created to represent an absolute code such a ‘C’ could have two available alleles. 

Changing to and from blank allows the simulation of deletions (as whitespace is filtered 

out of any FASTA sequence that results from a list of these genes) and insertions while 

maintaining a fixed length gene array (which simplifies crossover operations). If the 

mutate() method is called on an existing RibonucleotideGene object and it has an 

available allele array that is greater than zero, the current allele will be set to one of the 

array members picked at random, similar to what occurs at initialization (there is no 

attempt to exclude repicking the existing allele). 

Figure 39 describes the general logic flow for the genetic algorithm as 

implemented in the core API. Bolded terms in Figure 39 are configurable values set in 

the Environment class. For the sxRNAProducer program, the sxRNAIndividualFactory 

class produces new random population members based on the parameters provided at 

program start and illustrated in Figure 40-A. Statistics regarding fitness scores 
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Figure 39 Essential Logic of the Genetic Algorithm as implemented in the Base Java API of this 
project 
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(percentiles, average, top, etc.) are collected for each generation. Termination criteria is 

dependent on the implementing program. In the case of sxRNAProducer, the code 

terminates after 100 generations. This number was based on a trial-and-error approach 

to find a reasonable run time that would produce candidate sxRNAs that had displayed 

acceptable characteristics. Other termination criteria, including fitness based, could also 

be implemented in the future. 

Figure 40 Core Program Arguments and Their Effects for a Genetic Algorithm sxRNAProducer Run. A.) “nc” is 
the nucleotide constraint parameter. This denotes how many Ribonucleotide Genes an individual in the population 

will have and what specific nucleotides (alleles) may occur for each particular gene. This is specified in standard FASTA 
nucleotide codes. “ms” is the motif structure parameter and specifies the structural component of the desired motif in 

context of the gene positions. “mc” specifies meta constraints and while intended to be extensible, currently only 
indicates whether a gene in a particular position can be “blank” in addition to the possible nucleotides specified by the 
“nc” parameter Each of these parameters must be the same length as they define and each correlate to the positions 
of each specific gene in the gene array of any individual created in the program run. B.) Representation of the gene 

array (“chromosome”) resulting from the input parameters. Default, static crossover positions (may be overridden, or 
base library’s random crossover may be used) are chosen to correspond with 5’ and 3’ terminal positions of the 

defined motif structure. Segments that may be exchanged based on these crossover points are alternately shaded 
white or gray C.) Examples of allowable alleles based on constraints at three positions (“-“ represents a “blank” 

expressed as whitespace and removed from resulting sequence) 

As previously mentioned, an sxRNA individual in the genetic algorithm 

implementation consists of an ArrayList of RibonucleotideGene objects whose genotype 

results in a FASTA text sequence phenotype. Because some of the RibonucleotideGene 

objects may exhibit a “blank” allele, it is possible for two individuals with slightly 
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different genotypes to exhibit the identical phenotype. Figure 41 presents three 

example chromosomes, each consisting of seven RibonucleotideGenes. Individuals 1 

and 2 share identical genotypes, therefore their phenotypes are also identical. However, 

individual 3 displays the same phenotype with a differing genotype. The blank alleles 

(shown in figure as white boxes) are positioned in a manner that when filtered out of 

the resulting phenotype FASTA sequence, results in identical sequences. This is of note  

Figure 41 Representative Example of Genotype vs Phenotype. Individuals 1 and 2 share identical genotypes 
and therefore identical phenotypes (phenotype defined as the resulting FASTA sequence). However, Individual 3 has a 

different genotype from 1 and 2, yet its phenotype is identical due to presence and position of “blank” genes (here 
represented by white squares)that result in space characters removed from resulting FASTA sequence. 

as the core API’s PopulationWrapper evolve() method removes all but one genetic 

clone for any group of clones in each generation. In Figure 41, individual 2 would be 

removed, while retaining individual 1 and individual 3. The logic behind the clone 

removal step is to prevent convergence, where the population consists only of clones of 

a single genotype. Individuals with identical phenotypes but differing genotypes could 

follow divergent paths and produce offspring or mutants with different levels of fitness, 

therefore identical phenotypes are not removed. Convergence isn’t necessarily bad if 

the solution space only has a single global optimum and that is what the genotypes 

converge upon. However, if there are numerous acceptable solutions represented by 

local optima, it was deemed preferable to attempt to capture those as a group of “top 

candidates” rather than a single winner. Additionally, it is possible that a local optimum 

that represents a less than acceptable solution could be prematurely converged upon. In 

general, premature convergence is attributed to a small number of proportionately high 

fitness individuals being favored for mating and their descendants rapidly overtaking the 

population.180 In addition to clone removal, this implementation does not create a 
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purely new population each generation consisting only of crossover and mutation 

products. Rather, new population members are ranked alongside old and the fittest 

members of the overall population are retained as an application of an elitism 

approach.181 Additionally, population members are not directly favored for mating by 

their fitness values. Rather, their ability to mate is dependent on their presence in the 

population which ceases if their fitness-based rank exceeds the maximum population 

size (i.e., they are “culled”).  Therefore, here the selection process is applied to survival 

rather than to direct mate choice, the logic being that some lower fitness individuals 

could conceivably have a subset of their genes that in combination with the remaining 

genome of some other population member, might prove advantageous. Finally, some 

number of new random population members are introduced each generation and 

allowed the potential to mate prior to culling. Random members are unlikely to exhibit 

high enough fitness to prevent removal (particularly in advanced generations), therefore  

Figure 42 Representative Crossover Operation for sxRNA. Using the default crossover points, two 
hypothetical parents randomly contribute segments to produce an offspring. In this example, Parent 1 contributes its 
terminal 5’ segment, while Parent 2 contributes the middle and terminal 3’ segment to combine and produce a Child. 

Gene values are color coded for ease of visualization. As in Figure 41, white squares represent “blank” alleles and 
result in space characters filtered out from resulting FASTA sequences. 

allowing them to mate gives their genes an opportunity to contend in the population 

(similar to random mating) prior to removal. If their descendants also rank low, they will 

be removed as well, so this step allows introduction of fresh genotypes and provides the 
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population an opportunity to sample them via recombination, but ultimately does not 

bypass the selection process. 

The two genetic operations enabled by the system are crossover and mutation. 

An example of the default crossover configuration in the sxRNAProducer program is 

illustrated in figure 42. In this case, one Individual is passed to another’s mate() 

method. Two identical length chromosomes of Genes are prepared for a crossover. 

Crossover points that were determined at program invocation (see Figure 40-A, and 40-

B) are used to randomly choose segments from the two parent Individuals to produce a 

new child Individual. Alternatively, the library’s base code can choose random positions 

for each mating crossover. The crossover process is not described in terms of 

RibonucleotideGenes and sxRNAIndividuals because the logic is fully implemented by 

the API and uses only the abstract level references to these extended classes.  

The mutation operation is depicted with an example in figure 43. Similar to the 

crossover operation, the logic is mostly implemented in the core API classes. The 

mutate()  method is called on an Individual with a severity value provided. The 

Individual’s mutate() method then iterates over the Genes in the Individual’s ArrayList  

and based on the value of a randomly generated number and the severity value  

Figure 43 Representative Mutation Operation for sxRNA. In this example Individual 1 is copied and the new 
Individual 2 experiences 4 random gene mutations (within the constraints of allowable alleles at those gene positions). 

Mutated gene positions are denoted with purple asterisks(mutations are, in order - c:a,c:a,u:g and ‘blank’:u). As in 
Figures 41&42, the gene values are color coded for ease of view. 

provided, invokes the mutate() method on that Gene. Again, all references are at 

abstract, API level, however the mutate() method in Gene is defined as abstract which 

requires the extending class to override it and implement mutation logic applicable to 

its particular implementation. In the case of RibonucleotideGene, this involves randomly 
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choosing a random allele amongst the available FASTA codes (and possibly the blank 

option.) 

In figure 43, four mutations are made to the genotype of Individual 1 to create that of 

Individual 2. The chromosomes in question are 62 genes in length, therefore this would 

likely result from a mutation severity of approximately 0.065 (i.e., 4/62). The mutations 

in the examples consist of two “c -> a”, a “u -> g” and a “blank -> u”.  

 Evolution as modeled in the genetic algorithm is a gradual increase of fitness 

with occasional jumps based on characteristics that reasonably quickly spread through 

the population. Kinnear stated that, “a central aspect of fitness functions is the concept 

of partial credit…a fitness function needs to score individuals in such a way that they can 

be compared, and a more successful individual can be distinguished from a less 

successful one. It is worth giving considerable thought to which intermediate partial 

solution is favored over another…as this defines the direction the evolutionary process 

in genetic programming encourage individuals in the population to move.”182 Figure 44 

illustrates some of the partial credit and scoring leaps with regard to the sxRNAProducer 

fitness function. Figure 44-A depicts two individuals, #1 shows potential hybridization 

with trigger across its 5’ flank (with respect to motif region). It does not show the motif 

structure forming in either the solo fold or the fold with trigger. Individual #2 shows 

potential for trigger hybridization on its 3’ flank and the motif structure forming in both 

the solo fold and the cofold with trigger. Figure 44-B shows a crossover operation 

between individuals #1 and #2 resulting in individual #3. Individual #3 shows the trigger 

hybridizing across the base of the motif structure in the cofold, with the motif structure 

still present in the cofold. Figure 44-C depicts a mutation operation to individual #3 that 

results in individual #4. This final individual shows no motif structure in absence of 

trigger sequence, and a three-way junction reinforced motif structure when folded with 

trigger. The steps illustrated are unlikely to occur this quickly, in successive generations, 

and constitute substantial jumps in scoring.  
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Amongst other criteria, the sxRNAFitnessAlgorithm assigns partial scores based 

on the degree of trigger hybridization, and degree of motif structure present when a 

candidate is folded with that trigger. If the trigger spans the motif region, a variable 

named spanning_factor is set to 1.0 otherwise it is 0.5.  Similarly, the percent of the 

motif structure present is used to set the variable motif_factor. These factors are used 

to adjust score for trigger hybridization so that flank sequence showing affinity for 

trigger is encouraged, and flank sequence achieving potential three-way junction with 

the desired motif structure is favored that much more. As an example of Kinnear’s 

concern, partial scoring credit for avoiding motif formation with other potential triggers 

has to be considered as some proportion of the score that is achieved by forming a 

motif bearing three-way junction. For instance, if the three-way junction portion at best 

contributed 100 points, and you gave 1 point for each non-target that the candidate 

sequence avoided forming the motif structure with… depending on the number of non-

targets (potentially ~2,000), you could rapidly evolve a sequence that favors never 

forming the motif structure over forming it with the intended target. Rather than a 

point for each non-target avoided, a percentage of these applied to a fixed value on par 

with the 3WJ related score allows for a more balanced evolution of sxRNA.  
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 Figure 44 Example Leaps in Fitness Due to Evolutionary Operations. A) Two individuals with phenotypes that 
would represent mediocre fitness scores. Individual 1 exhibits 5’ flank hybridization to the target ncRNA and lacks a 
motif structure without the trigger and with it present. Individual 2 exhibits 3’ flank hybridization to the target and 

forms the motif structure with and without the target. Segments are colored to allow for easier identification as they 
contribute to new individuals B) Crossover event between Individuals 1 and 2 leading to new Individual 3. This new 
individual exhibits hybridization across both flanks with target forming a 3WJ with motif. Motif structure is present 
with or without trigger. C.) Mutation operation introduces two point mutations in Individual 4 that do not affect the 

3WJ and desired motif formation with trigger present but do disrupt motif formation in absence of trigger. This 
individual represents a predicted, functional sxRNA switch. *Note, this figure depicts substantial changes occurring 

over three successive generations that in an actual program run might be spaced out by tens of intermediate 
generations 
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The program as described has been used to develop numerous potential sxRNA 

switches for a variety of targets, such as hsa-miR-21 as shown in figure 45, which shows 

the predicted secondary structure of the candidate with and without the intended 

trigger sequence. It is important to note that an input as described in figure 40-A 

describes 69,849,193,096,160,888,671,875,000,000,000 (~70”nonillion”, 1030) possible 

sequences, that would take on the order of 1021 years to analyze exhaustively on a 32 

CPU core workstation. The genetic algorithm is able to find reasonable candidate 

solutions by analyzing less than 100,000 in a matter of hours.  

 

Figure 45 Genetic Algorithm Generated sxRNA Switch for hsa-miR-21 Minimum Free Energy fold of 
candidate sxRNA without trigger (left) and with trigger (right). Note, functional structure is predicted to form only with 

the trigger present. 

As a stochastic process, any particular run of the program, even for the same 

target is likely to progress toward a solution (even for the identical candidate sequence) 

along a separate evolutionary path. Figure 46 illustrates the population fitness scores 

during the development of the candidate sequence in figure 45. Introduction of 

population members that gain the attributes described in figure 44, and the subsequent 

rapid spread of those qualities through descendants and mutants can account for some 
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of the steep increases in the fitness graph. The steady, yet less abrupt incline of 

population fitness may be attributed to refinements accounting for partial score 

increases, such as degree of hybridization with the trigger and number of off-target 

interactions avoided.  

 

Figure 46 Fitness Score Statistics by Generation Percentiles, average and top fitness scores per generation 
for the run that produced miR-21 switch in Figure 45 

The ability of the genetic algorithm to produce candidate sxRNAs that avoid 

forming the motif with non-target sequences is fundamentally beyond what was able to 

be achieved with manual design. A notable example of such avoidance is presented  
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in Figure 47. The algorithm was specifically invoked to create an sxRNA switch that could 

distinguish between two similar family member microRNA sequences, hsa-miR-146a and 

hsa-miR-146b, with 146a acting as the targeted trigger. 

Figure 47 sxRNA Produced by Genetic Algorithm That Can Differentiate Between micro-RNA Family Members 
- Minimum Free Energy Fold for candidate sxRNA without trigger (leftmost) with intended trigger (middle) and with 

family member of intended trigger (rightmost). Functional structure forms only with intended target. 

Chapter 10 – Discussion and Conclusions 

sxRNA, as it has been described here, was envisioned first as a possible natural 

regulatory mechanism prior to its conceptualization as a synthetic technology. It was 

realized early that if it could be made to function using ncRNAs that had correlations to 

pathological states (such as viral infection or cancer), sxRNA had the potential to be 

applied to those pathologies as a diagnostic or possibly, even as a therapeutic. The 

development of the technology toward such goals has not been without hurdles. The 

“elephant in the room” with regard to the model, specifically when targeting cellular 

miRNA, is that it flies in the face of conventional wisdom as to what effects miRNA 

binding can induce. However, as described earlier, there are at least some reports in the 

literature of miRNA associated increases in mRNA translation, and the sxRNA model 

could help account for this. 

The data from in-vitro binding experiments as well as the cellular translation 

assays using ectopic trigger sequence (meant to act as an analog to cellular miRNA) for 

HSL based sxRNA switches, have been promising. However, there are obvious 
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shortcomings with respect to achieving the same level of translational efficiency as that 

demonstrated by the positive control HSL sequence. The reporter translation data in 

figure 26 displays a set of related (based on identical three-way junction) sxRNA switch 

reporters that exhibit up to an approximate four-fold increase in expression when co-

nucleofected with their intended trigger sequence. Amongst these, the switch with the 

highest expressing “on state”, and fold change, was BR-1f. In comparison to the HSL 

positive control, BR-1f only achieved a maximum eGFP signal of ~6%. A striking 

realization from the data in this same figure was that BR-1a, a canonical HSL sequence 

engineered to form the same three-way junction as reporters BR-1b-BR-1f, though 

without weakened (i.e., G-U) base pairs or a destabilizer sequence (i.e., not a “switch”), 

actually displayed a reduction in expression when paired with trigger. The implication is 

that, at least for this specific three-way junction, the complexed form is suboptimal for 

SLBP binding. The other reporters exhibit a fold change increase with trigger, assumedly 

because their off state is so pronounced that even a suboptimal binding configuration 

presents better binding site availability to the protein. Sequences and fold predictions 

for these switches can be found in the appendix. 

Until recently, switches BR-1a through BR-1f had only been tested with co-

nucleofected synthetic trigger RNA. Introduction of these switches to a cellular system 

with a plasmid expressing a precursor for the trigger miRNA appeared to result in 

slightly reduced signal whereas some additional attempts at switches for this trigger 

appeared to be silenced in this system (data not shown). It is exceedingly difficult to 

interpret this data conclusively. However, it is worth considering that the trigger in 

question for these particular reporters is hsa-miR-122 and that the FASTmir122 aptamer 

described earlier actually uses the same trigger and an identical three-way junction as 

BR-1a through BR-1f. If FASTmir122 is in fact hybridizing with miR-122 in a manner that 

induces fluorescence, it suggests that the three-way junction is forming and doing so in 

a manner not leading to cleavage of the FASTmir RNA. If our HSL based reporters are 

forming the same three-way junction with miR-122, perhaps the associated RISC 
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complex is creating a steric hindrance to SLBP, or the other proteins involved in 

facilitating its translational function. This would make some amount of sense as the 

fluor binding region in the spinach aptamer is as far removed from the base of the 

reinforced stem as the loop in an HSL sxRNA, and it only needs to interact with a small 

molecule. SLBP binds to the loop, stem, and immediate flank sequence of the HSL motif. 

That said, it would be an extraordinarily odd coincidence if the degree to which such 

hindrance blocked these proteins was only just compensated for by the motif 

reinforcing facet of the trigger’s binding, as the expression profiles for switches in cells 

with a null control plasmid were nearly identical to those in cells with the miR-122 

producing plasmid. Additional troubleshooting for this is needed. 

Experiments with Epstein Barr virus infected cells have produced the most 

promising data to date for sxRNA switch reporters. The results presented herein were 

replicated numerous times by our collaborators. Additionally, these same collaborators 

performed experiments adding synthetic trigger analog to both cell lines, with each 

showing an increase in expression of the sxRNA luciferase reporter. However, a 

fluorescent reporter with this same switch sequence, nucleofected into HeLa cells, failed 

to increase expression with either a plasmid producing the miRNA precursor or upon 

introduction of the synthetic analog trigger. Again, interpretation is not obvious. A 

possible explanation could be that the switch sequence exposes sequence acting as a 

cleavage inducing recognition site for a miRNA present in HeLa that was absent in the 

cell lines used for EBV study, however that has yet to be confirmed. If in fact, unplanned 

miRNA target exposure is a potential pitfall for sxRNA in a desired cellular environment, 

it is one more complicating factor in the design process that further reduces the 

feasibility of a manual approach and necessitates use of something like the genetic 

algorithm that has been presented. 
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Absolute, general rules for miRNA/mRNA interaction outcomes are not 

definitively established and it is not inconceivable that positional based pairing results 

for one miRNA/target sequence might not perfectly translate to another that has 

different base composition and binding energies. One interesting position-based effect 

that has been reported is that regardless of the miRNA base at position 1 (as it is 

inhibited from pairing), an adenine at the corresponding target sequence position will 

result in increased “dwell time” by the miRNA on target due to binding by Ago2.183 

Figure 48 illustrates two possible scenarios for a protein binding an RBP motif reinforced 

by a three-way junction. Originally, it was envisioned that a miRNA might remain  

Figure 48 Two Possible Scenarios for RBP Binding to a miRNA Reinforced Binding Motif. Bottom left 
represents cooperative binding of RISC associated miRNA and RBP. Bottom right depicts a scenario where RBP binds to 

motif as RISC associated complex detaches. 

attached to a motif while an RBP bound to it. It is possible that some proteins may only 

be able to bind a miRNA reinforced motif by competing off the miRNA or attaching as 

the miRNA disassociates (which may be preferable for an enzymatic like activation of 
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multiple switches). Deeper understanding of phenomena like the “dwell time” effect 

could be invaluable for sxRNA design in these cases. 

The indirect  switch described in Figure 35 has the potential to avoid steric 

hindrance problems that RISC or the junction helices might impart on SLBP binding yet 

will still need to avoid interacting with the target miRNA in a manner that induces 

cleavage or presenting cleavage targets for other miRNAs. Given that there exists no 

reliable manner to predict the tertiary interactions, or therefore the orientation of a 

synthetically designed three-way junction, using the indirect switch type may prove to 

be a desirable alternative to the standard sxRNA that has been pursued thus far. Many 

of these issues only affect the technology as applied to cellular translation. In vitro 

sxRNA activation by RNA targets that have been deproteinated may still be subject to 

helices based steric hindrance but will not be obstructed by cleavage targets or other 

RISC related problems.  

 The first hypothesis posed in this dissertation, that a trans RNA three-way 

junction could reinforce or even switch a functional structure, is supported by the 

experimental data presented in chapters 5 through 8. Chapter 4 described a search for 

predictions of naturally occurring sxRNA interactions and select results. Whether these 

predictions represent actual functioning regulatory mechanisms has yet to be 

determined. However, given that some of these predictions were used as the basis for 

designing successful synthetic sxRNA switches, it does not seem imprudent to suggest 

that a thorough exploration into the possibility be considered. It should also be noted 

that, particularly given the topic of section 8.1, natural systems may, in some cases, use 

the mechanism to “tune down” rather than “turn up/turn on” the functionality of 

certain motifs. 

The second hypothesis, that a genetic algorithm could be implemented to 

automate design of sxRNA switches in a manner that overcame manual limitations, was 

confirmed by the work and results presented in chapter 9. The genetic algorithm this 
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dissertation introduced has already shown an ability to accomplish designs that 

integrate consideration for factors that would be unfeasible if not impossible via a 

manual process. However, the evolved designs are only as good as the fitness function 

driving them and that fitness function is only as accurate as the tools it uses. RNA 

secondary structure prediction is limited and there is currently no reliable prediction of 

tertiary interactions or three-dimensional conformation. There are rules we don’t yet 

completely understand about the system, particularly those that govern the activation 

of an RBP site by a fully mature, cellular miRNA. As rules are elucidated, and better 

prediction tools become available, they should be integrated into the algorithm to 

increase the quality of the sxRNA switches it produces. As it stands, this new tool will 

provide a broad variety of test subjects beyond what had been possible previously. This 

in itself will provide invaluable aid in clarifying these rules and furthering development 

of the sxRNA technology.  

There is an abundance of work remaining to be done on these projects. Of 

utmost importance is the generation of experimental data that can be used to refine the 

rules of the fitness function. This will require using the GA to design switches for targets 

and then testing numerous candidates to determine which perform best and analyzing 

what might be different about these. In some cases, such distinctions may be difficult if 

not impossible to make based on the limitations of predictive tools (i.e., tertiary 

structure) as previously described. Regardless, sxRNA has demonstrated too much 

potential to not be pursued and refined for useful application. 
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Appendix  

 

 

 

Figure 49 FASTA Codes for RNA 
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 Figure 50 The American Standard Code for Information Interchange or “ASCII” (Taken from 
http://web.alfredstate.edu/faculty/weimandn/miscellaneous/ascii/ascii_index.html) 
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Figure 51 SxRNA Switch BR-1a (Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))184 
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Figure 52 sxRNA Switch BR-1b (Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))185 
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Figure 53 sxRNA Switch BR-1c (Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))186 
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Figure 54 sxRNA Switch BR-1d(Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))187 
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Figure 55 sxRNA Switch BR-1e(Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))188 
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Figure 56 sxRNA Switch BR-1f(Figure taken from Doyle et al, Engineering Structurally Interacting RNA 
(sxRNA))189 
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